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The present investigation consists of applications and extensions of some 
of the results in our earlier work [12]. It also contains corrections to two isolated 
errors in [12]. Before describing the major results of the present work, we 
briefly recall the main results of [12]. 
Consider a split exact sequence of groups: 
O+L+G=Lx,r-tr+l, (1) 
where L is a free abelian group of rank N and p: r + GL(N, Z) is an integral 
representation of the group l’. Let M range over r-modules so that M is free 
abelian of finite rank. We view M as a G-module with L acting trivially on M. 
The cohomology N*(G, M) can then be described via the (Hochschild-Serre) 
spectral sequence. Charlap and Vasquez [4, 51 showed that d$*$ in this spectral 
sequence is just cup-product with certain characteristic class vat (t denotes 
the fiber degree of the domain of ds). We pinpointed in [12] the most important 
of these classes, v2z, on the universal level (when r = GL(N, Z)). Indeed, 
if we let 5 denote the free group of rank N and define & = 3, gi,.r = [$$, &I, 
then we have a central extension: 
o-A2(L)~5/53-fL=5/52~1. (2) 
The automorphism group Aut@/&) t fi sais es a natural exact sequence: 
0 + Hom(L, A2(L)) z W(L, A2(L)) s W(L, H,(L, Z)) 
+ Aut(g/&) --t GL(N, Z) E Aut(L) -+ 1. (3) 
The cohomology class associated with (3) is p recisely the universal charac- 
teristic class v2a of Charlap and Vasquez. v22 is 0 if and only if N < 2. When 
N > 2, v2 generates IP(GL(N, Z), Hom(L, A2(L))), a cyclic group of order 2. 
In [12], we showed that the exhibited cohomology group is isomorphic to 
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W(SL(N F2), Hom(K d2( V))) with V E L/2L. Restricting to a maximal 
parabolic subgroup and using a complicated induction, an upper estimate 
of IF2 was obtained for IP(SL(N, IF,), Hom( V, A2( V))), N > 2. The lower 
estimate of lF, is obtained by using the nonvanishing of va2. If H1 is identified 
with Extl, then the lower estimate can be obtained more easily by using the 
exact sequence of GL(N, IF,)-modules (it splits if and only if N < 2): 
o+Ayv)_t(v@ v>++ v-+0, (4) 
where (V @ V)+ is the subspace of V @ V generated by all z, @ v with v E V. 
This sequence is dual to the exact sequence 
0 --+ Sq( v*) ---f S2( v*> + A2( v*> --f 0, (5) 
where Sq denotes the map carrying each f E V* onto f 2 E s2( V*) and St( V*) 
denotes the tth homogeneous component of the symmetric algebra of V*. 
Aside from the obvious meaning, Sq is also the Steenrod square Sql. For this, 
we use P(V*) z lP(V, F2). 
We now summarize the main results of the present work. 
THEOREM EO. Let V be a vector space of dimension 2n > 2 over a finite 
field k = IF,, q = 2d. Let Q denote either the symplectic group or the rotation 
subgroup of the orthogonal group of a quadratic form Q on V (in all cases, the 
associated bilinear form is assumed to be nondegenerate). With a Jinite number 
of exceptions, WQ, V) E k and a generator can be realized in the automorphism 
group of a suitable extra-special 2-group. In a roundabout way, this generator 
can also be identified with the characteristic class v22 of Charlap and Vasquez. 
THEOREM CS. Let V be a vector space of dimension n > 1 over the finite 
field k = IF,, q = pa. Let G = SL(n; q). With a finite number of exceptions, 
H2(G, Hom,( V, V)) g k and a generator can be realized in a congruence xact 
sequence associated to an absolutely unrami$ed prime ideal. When q = 2, this 
generator can again be identi$ed with the characteri’stic class v22 of Charlap and 
Vasquez. There is no such roundabout identification for q > 2. 
Theorem EO (for even orthogonal groups) was first put to us by Roger 
Howe as a question. It was intended as a characteristic 2 analog of Weil’s 
constructions in the study of the metaplectic group [15]. The chronology 
of its proof is roughly as follows. 
Shortly after the question was posed, we applied [12] to obtain a proof for 
the case q = 2. Soon after, Jack McLaughlin pointed out some errors in [12] 
connected with the calculations of P(SL(2; 5), Hom(V, V)) and H:(SL(3; 5), V). 
McLaughlin was in the process of completing his calculations of IP(SL(n; q), V) 
for q > 2 and all n. For n = 3, q = pa, p = 3 or 5, the case d = 1 is somewhat 
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different from d > 1. In a series of private communications, McLaughlin 
informed us of Griess’s results [8] giving the lower bound in Theorem EO 
and U. Dempwolff’s paper (Illinois J. Math. 18 (1974), 451-468) taking care 
of the case 9 = Sp(2n; 2). In the course of these exchanges, McLaughlin 
gave a proof for the case Q = Q(2n, + ; n), q = 2*. Abstracting the H1 calcula- 
tions of Cline, Parshall, and Scott [6] and modifying slightly the argument 
of McLaughlin, we verified Theorem EO in its present form. Part of the relevant 
H1 calculations has been obtained earlier by H. Pollatsek (Illinois J. Math. 
15 (1971), 393-417). The added step to take care of the other two cases of 
Theorem EO amounts to the utilization of a theorem of Charlap and Vasquez 
describing di*’ in a general setting. This result was not stated explicitly in 
the work of Charlap and Vasquez. 
Theorem CS (for congruence subgroups) was the outgrowth of a discussion 
with Howard Garland concerning some features of the congruence subgroup 
theorem. The difference in the proof between q = 2 and q > 2 seems to us 
to be even more striking. 
The present work is organized in the following manner. 
The theorem of Charlap and Vasquez is discussed in Section 0. Weil’s con- 
structions are discussed in Section 1. Relevant examples are described in these 
sections to yield the lower estimates for Theorems EO and CS. The case q = 2 
for Theorem EO is proved in Section 2. The case q > 2 for Theorem EO 
is then proved in Section 3. The pattern of proof is essentially the same for 
Sections 2 and 3. It differs from the proofs by Griess, Dempwolff, and Pollatsek 
for the cases where our results are predated by theirs. In a certain sense, the 
case q > 2 is easier than the case q = 2. Namely, when q > 2, we have a 
nontrivia maximal torus so that we can do weight calctdations. Here we abstract 
some of the results of Cline, Parshall, and Scott. It is apparent from their work 
that small q leads to difficulties. Theorem CS is proved in Section 4. The 
pattern of proof begins in the same manner for all q. The deviation occurs 
near the end. The last two assertions of Theorem CS summarize the deviations. 
Section 5 contains another calculation of F(SL(n; 2), V). When 7t = 4, the 
result was found earlier by N. Blackburn (Math. 2. 117 (1970), 191-206). 
When n = 5, the result was first found by U. Dempwolff and J. Thompson 
(we understand that Dempwolff found the upper bound and Thompson 
established the lower bound via computer; and the nonsplit extension of v 
by SL(5; 2) can be found inside Es(C).). When n > 5, the result was found 
earlier by U. Dempwolff (Austrul. J. Math. 16 (1973), 207-209) and inde- 
pendently by us [12]. Our present proof differs from [12]. Both of these differ 
from the earlier works of Blackburn and Dempwolff. However, we still invoke 
Thompson’s result for n = 5. Our main interest with the present proof is 
connected with the preliminary results leading to the calculation. There seems 
to be some connection between these preliminary results with the higher 
characteristic classes wzt of Charlap and Vasquez. Roughly speaking, the exact 
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sequence (4) admits two generalizations. If we dualize (4) to (5), then (5) 
immediately extend to p = 2” > 2. Here, we note that Sp is linear over k = IF, 
if and only if q = 2. The second generalization of (4) is given in Section 5 
in the form of showing ZP(SL(n; 2), Hom(/lt( I’), At-l(v))) is nonzero for 
1 < t < n. This generalization is specifically connected with q = 2 and is 
probably connected with vat. The exploration of this possibility will be con- 
sidered elsewhere. We also include in Section 5 a summary of the needed 
corrections to our earlier work [12]. Section 6 collects a number of unresolved 
questions arising naturally from the present work. 
It is quite evident that we have benefited greatly from many people. Our 
debt to McLaughlin cannot be overstated. Aside from pointing out our earlier 
errors, McLaughlin also kindly showed us many of his not yet published 
works and supplied us with many references that we had overlooked. Aside 
from the others already mentioned, we would like to thank L. Charlap, G. 
Hochschild, M. Kuga, and A. Vasquez for making helpful comments at various 
stages to keep us from going astray. 
0. A THEOREM OF CHARLAP AND VASQUEZ 
Consider an exact sequence of groups: 
O-+K-+G-+~-+l, (1) 
where K is a (left) r-module. For any G-module m, the (Hochschild-Serre) 
spectral sequence has E, terms with 
El.‘= Hi(r, Hj(K, M)). (2) 
Since K acts trivially on its cohomology, Hj(K, M) is a r-module in a canonical 
way. The spectral sequence arose from the double complex Cf(r, u3’) of non- 
homogeneous cochains of r with values in U* = Hom,(C,(G), M), where 
C,(G) is the homogeneous chain complex, [4]. In [4], Charlap and Vasquez 
compared this with the usage of V* = Hom,(C,(K), M). In order to carry 
out the comparison, they assume that 
M is K trivial. (3) 
As a consequence, V* has a canonical r-module structure. The following 
result is implicit in their work. 
THEOREM 0.1. Assume (1) splits and assume (3). Let [f] E HO(I’, Hn(K, M)) 
with representing normalized n-cocycle f. For each u E I’, let h, E P-l(K, M) 
so that 
6,h, = uf - f. (4) 
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Then dpyf] E Hyr, HyK, M)) is represented by the 2-cocycle g E 
3yr. 3@(K M)) with 
gh 4 = & - ho, + h, 3 a, 7 E r. (5) 
Remark. The preceding result actually holds under weaker hypotheses. 
Generalizations have been carried out in joint work with Charlap and Gruenberg. 
However, the stated version is all we need. 
The special case of n = 2 has been considered by us in [ll] without any 
reference to spectral sequence. Namely, let the following exact sequence: 
O+M+E(f)+K-+l (6) 
correspond to the (normalized) 2-cocycle J 3l(K, M) can be canonically 
identified with the group of automorphisms of E(f) inducing the identity 
on M and on K = E(f)/M. ?W(K, M) can be identified canonically with the 
group of inner automorphisms of E(f) induced by elements of M. Assumption 
(3) yields bl(K, M) = 0. The r-invariance of [f] then yields the exact sequence: 
0 + Hl(K, M) ---f A(l’, [f]) --+ r -+ 1, (7) 
where A(r, [f]) is the group of all automorphisms of E(f) inducing the r- 
equivariant action on (K, M). In general, these are automorphism classes 
modulo the inner automorphisms induced by elements of M. A comparison 
of Theorem 0.1 and the results in [ll] yields: 
THEOREM 0.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 0.1, the cohomology class 
associated to the exact sequence (7) is dF”v]. 
We note that HI(K, M) s Q1(K, M) = Homz(K, M). The functorial 
properties of dz shows up rather clearly. In particular, to show di*“[f] # 0 
in special instances, we only need to show that suitable subgroup of r cannot 
be lifted to a subgroup of the automorphism group of E(f) with compatible 
action. The nonvanishing of d$“[f] has the obvious consequence that 
ZP(r, EP(K, M)) # 0. It also has the consequence that a better estimate of 
HZ(G, M) is obtained. 
We will illustrate the usages with an example. The resulting assertion is 
needed later. It also indicates the “universality” of the local congruence subgroup 
sequence. 
Let k = IF, be a finite field with q = pd elements. Let B be the ring of 
‘@-integers in a number field so that the prime ideal ‘$ is generated by n. We 
assume that D/$3 G k. In GL(Z + 1, D), the principal congruence subgroup 
of level i will be denoted by d(i). Thus d(i) is formed by the set of all I + &A 
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with A ranging over the group M,,(D) of all (I + 1) x (I + 1) matrices 
with entries in D. We therefore have the exact sequence of groups 
0 +4(1&l(2) -+ GL(Z + l,O/~z) -+ GL(Z + 1, D/v) + 1. (8) 
Clearly, GL(Z + 1, Dj’@) g GL(Z + 1; q) e GL,( V), where ‘I/ is the K-vector 
space of column vectors of length 1 + 1. As such, 41)/42) is isomorphic 
to M,,(K) E Hom,(V, V). Th e structure of the finite ring D/!$P depends 
on the (absolute) ramification index of Q. We will concern ourselves with 
the case where ‘p is unramified. Thus, rr can be taken to be p and D can be 
assumed to have quotient field equal to the cyclotomic field generated by the 
(q - 1)th roots of 1 over Q. 
The situation is now similar to Sah [12, Theorem 11.7, p. 2781. We want 
to determine those cases where (8) splits. If q = p and ‘$ is unramified, then 
(8) splits exactly when Z = 0 or (I, p) is one of (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 2). Suppose 
q=pd>pandZ>O. Let Tbeth e maximal torus in GL(Z + 1; q) formed 
by the diagonal matrices. Using the fact that T has order prime to p, we can 
lift Tin (8). Moreover, all lifts of Tare conjugate. It is clear that GL(Z + 1, O/Cp2) 
contains the subgroup of diagonal matrices with entries on the diagonal ranging 
over the (q - I)th roots of 1. These roots of 1 are just the Teichmtiller 
representatives of the residue class field. This subgroup clearly covers T so 
that we may assume it to be the lift of T. Using the fact that GL(Z + 1; q) 
is generated by GL(Z + 1; p) and T we see that a lift of GL(Z + 1; q), when 
it exists, can be taken to be one generated by a lift of GL(Z + 1; p) together 
with the Teichmtiller lift of T. In particular, a lift of the one parameter subgroup 
~~?(a), a E K, of GL(Z + 1; q) can be obtained by lifting 7ip’ = ~~~(1) = 1 + eij 
and then conjugate by elements of the Teichmiiller lift of T. The existence 
of such a lift would imply the existence of a commutative subgroup in 
GL(Z + 1; D/q”) covering such one parameter subgroups. It is now easy 
to show that a uniform lift of GL(Z + I; q) does not exist when q = pd > p, 
Z + 1 > 1 and ‘$3 is unramified. We note that the checking can in fact be 
restricted to the Bore1 subgroup formed by all upper triangular matrices. 
On the other hand, the subgroup Hom,O(V, V) formed by elements of trace 
zero corresponds to a normal subgroup of GL(Z + I, S/!JP). Factoring out 
this subgroup leads to a central extension of lFQ by GL(Z + 1, D/q). If we 
cover an upper unipotent matrix in GL(Z + 1, O/!@) by the unipotent matrix 
in GL(Z + 1, D/132) so that each entry is the Teichmtiller lift, then we have a 
lift of the full unipotent group of upper triangular matrices to GL(Z + 1, O/v2)/S, 
where S is the normal subgroup corresponding to HomkO(V, V). It follows 
that the central extension obtained from (8) actually splits. Equivalently, 
the cohomology class of (8) is the image of a cohomology class in P(GL,(V), 
Hom,O( V, V)) s fP(SL,( V), Hom,O( V, V))GL*(v). We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 0.3. Assume 1+ 1 > 1 and !$ is unramifed. Assume aZso 
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(1, q) f (1,2), (2, 2), ad (1, 3). Then (8) d oes not split and its cohonwlogy class 
is always the image of a cohondogy class in H2(GLk(V), Hornrco(V, V)) g 
lF(SL,( V), Hom,O( V, V))GLa(Y). 
Remark. In the exceptional cases, Hom,O(V, V) is isomorphic to IF2 u V 
when (I, q) = (1,2); it is free for the 3-Sylow subgroup when (1, q) = (1, 3); 
and it has trivial cohomology for SL(3; 2) when (1, q) = (2; 2). This last assertion 
will be verified in a later section. 
We now give another description of the cohomology class associated to (8). 
Let E(f) be the subgroup of all elements of order dividing p” in a fixed injective 
envelope of the Z-module V. E(f) is th en a free Z/p’%!-module of rank d(l + 1). 
Multiplication by p then yields the exact sequence: 
0-t V-E(f)+ v-+0. (9) 
The cohomology class [f] associated to (9) is clearly a nonzero element of 
Ha(V, V) with V acting trivially on V. It is easy to see that the subgroup T 
and the element ~~~~ 1) of GL(1 + 1; q) = GL,( V) are covered by automorphisms 
of E(f) which are compatible with the action of GL,( V) on V. Thus, [f] E 
@‘(G&c(V), H’(V, J’)) by using the fact that GL(Z + 1; q) is generated by T 
and the set of all 1 f eij , i # j. If p = 2, H2(V, V) E So2( V*) Q. V. If 
p > 2, then H2(V, V) e (A$(V*) o. V) JJ (V* o. V). The subscript 0 
means that the functorial constructions are taken over the prime field [F, . 
The GL,(V) invariants on ZP(V, V) can be calculated through the fact that 
GL,. V) is generated by T and GL(1 + 1; p). If q = 2, then So2( V*) = Sb2( V*) 
has a known composition structure and we get EP(V, V)GLk(Y) g lF, in this 
case. If q > 2, q = pa, the T invariants can be found through weight theory. 
For example, the weights on S,2( V*) o. V and on dz(V*) @,-, V are of the 
form p”h, - p”A, - pcX, , 0 < a,b,c<d,l <r,s,t<l+l.TheweightO 
must come from Y = s = t and pa - 1 dividing pa - pb -PC. This assertion 
is a consequence of the fact that the character group of T is a free Z/(q - l)Z- 
module of rank 1 + 1 with free basis Ai, 1 < i < 1 + 1, where Ai reads the 
(i, i) entry of elements of T. It is now easy to see that the T invarianta on 
H2( V, V) must lie in subgroups isomorphic to Hom,(Sq( V*), Slc2(V*)) for 
p = 2 and to Hom,( V*, V*) for p > 2. Here Sq( V*) is the subspace of Ska( V*) 
spanned by the squares of elements of V* = S,l( V*). The GL,( V)-invariants 
can now be calculated via Schur’s lemma and the absolute irreducibility of 
the module V*. We recall that Sq(V*) is the unique irreducible submodule 
of &a( V*) when (1, q) # (1, 2). Th ese give us the result that HO(GLle(V), 
Ha( V, V)) z IF,, = k and that a generator is represented by the exact sequence 
(9). Using Theorem 0.2, d22Lf] E H2(GL,( V), W(V, V)), where Hl(V, V)r 
Homz(V, V). We can now take advantage of the center of GL,(V). The center 
has order prime to p. Through averaging, P(V, V) can be replaced by the 
direct summand of invariants under the center. These invariants are just 
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elements of Hom,(V, V). Thus, &2[f] E H*(GL,(V), Hom,(V, V)). It is easy 
to conclude from Proposition 0.3 that di*“[f] # 0 when I + 1 > 0 and 
(I, Q) f (1,2), (2, 2) and (1, 3). We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 0.4. Let V be the vector space of column vectors of length 
I + 1 > 1 over the finite field k = IF, , q = pd. Let V act trivially on V. Then 
Ho(GL,( V), H2( V, V)) z k = F, with the exact sequence (9) representing a 
generator. If [f] corresponds to this generator, then di*‘[f] is a nonxeTo element 
of fP(GL,( V), W(V, V)) s Hz(GLk(V), Hom,( V, V)) when (4 q) f  (1, 9, 
(2,2), and (1,3). In all cases, d?“[f] is the image of an element of H2(GL,(V), 
Hom,O( V, V)) = Hz(SL,( V), Hom,O( V, V))GLfi(Y). 
1. WEIL'S CONSTRUCTION 
In [ISJ, Weil carried out various group theoretic constructions. He em- 
phasized that fields of characteristic 2 are exceptional. We will now ignore 
the analytic trimmings (which are essential in Weil’s work) and view these 
constructions in the context of the preceding section. In particular, we work 
over an arbitrary commutative ring R and pay special attention to the two 
extreme cases of R = Z and R = F* (a finite field with an even number q 
of elements). The question of a theory over fields of characteristic 2 parallel 
to that of Weil will be considered elsewhere. 
Let W be a free R-module of rank n with W* = Hom,( W, R). We define 
the “extra-special” central group extension (or the “Heisenberg” extension) 
by the exact sequence: 
O+R+E(f)-LV=WUW*-+l. (1) 
E(f) is taken to be the set of all triples (a, X, I) E R x W x W* with product: 
(a, x, Z)(a’, x’, I’) = (a + a’ + Z(x’), x + x’, 1 + I’). (4 
If we select the coset representatives (0, x, O)(O, 0,1) = (0, x, I), then the 
corresponding (normalized) 2-cocycle is f: V x V -+ R with the following 
properties: 
f  is R-bilinear and f  ((x, I), (x’, 1’)) = Z(x’). (3) 
In general, by viewing R as a trivial V-module, any biadditive map from V x V 
to R yields a central extension. In the present case, R is easily seen to be the 
center as well as the commutator subgroup of E(f). As a consequence, every 
automorphism of E(f) automatically carries R onto R. 
Let A, be the group of all automorphisms of E(f) inducing the identity 
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on R and R-linear automorphisms on V g E(f)/R. The commutator map 
induces an alternating R-bilinear map from V x V to R given by 
((x, 0, (x’, 1’)) = 4x’) - @)7 (x, Z), (x’, 1’) E v. (4) 
As consequence, each element of A, must induce an R-linear automorphism 
of V preserving this alternating R-bilinear map. This bilinear map is clearly 
nondegenerate. Thus we have a natural homomorphism from A, to L+,(V) g 
Sp(2n, R). The kernel A,l is the normal subgroup formed by all automorphisms 
of E(f) inducing the identity maps on R and on V. Since E(f) is a central 
extension, we conclude as in [l l] that 
A,1 g fP( V, R) s 3l( V, R) g Homr( V, R). (5) 
Here, sl(V, R) is the group of normalized 1-cocycles. Except when R is 
generated by 1 as a ring, Hom,(V, R) is usually larger than Hom,(V, R). 
In general, Hom,(V, R) can be identified with the group of all inner auto- 
morphisms of E(f). 
Let u E G&(W). We define CJ# E A, by 
%(a, % 1) = (a, u(x), u*(z)), u* = transpose-inverse of 0‘. (6) 
It is immediate that u fixes the 2-cocycle f and that the map sending u onto 
up is an injective group homomorphism from GL,(W) into A, . 
Let S: W* -+ W be a symmetric R-linear map. We can identify S with 
a symmetric R-bilinear map from W* x W* to R. As such, S can be viewed 
as an element of (W OR W)*. The latter is the subspace of W OR W spanned 
by all R-linear combinations of w @ w with w ranging over W; it is also the 
kernel of the canonical projection from W OR W to A,“(W). If we fix a pair 
of dual bases for W and W*, then S can also be identified with a matrix (‘, f), 
where I is the n x rz identity matrix and S is a suitable 71 x n symmetric matrix 
over R. When the usage is clear from context, we will use these identifications 
without further emphasis. We now wish to lift S to an element S, in AR . 
Such an S, must have the form: 
&(a, 3, I) = (a + S,(x) + S2(4, x + S(Z), Z), (a, x, 2) E E(f). (7) 
Moreover, a map of the form (7) defines an element of A, if and only if the 
following conditions (8) and (9) hold. 
S,: W -+ R is additive, (8) 
S,: W* 4 R satisfies: S,(Z + 1’) - S,(Z) - S,(Z’) = Z(S(Z’)) for all I, 2’ E W. (9) 
The existence of S, clearly depends only on the existence of S, satisfying 
(9). Namely, we may take S, to be 0. It is also clear from (9) that S, is unique 
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up to an additive map from W* to R. In order to take R into consideration, 
we may impose the further requirements: 
S,: W-t R is R-linear, (8’) 
S,: W*-+R is an R-map of the second degree 
with &(I + I’) - S,(E) - S,(Z’) = Z(S(Z’)), z, I’ E v. (9’) 
A map of the second degree is understood to be the sum of a linear and a 
quadratic map over the ring R. In particular, S must be the symmetric 
bilinear map associated with the quadratic map. It is now clear that the existence 
of Sa can be reduced to the case where S ranges over an R-basis of (W OR W)+. 
In particular, we may assume that n < 2. We now consider the special cases 
of i2 and FG , q even. 
Assume R = Z. Let n = 1 and S = (1). We take Sa(aZ) = a(a - I)/2 
for a basis Z of W*. Using the case n = 1, we can reduce the case n = 2 to 
the special case where S = (y i). This can be treated as in R = Eq below. 
Assume R = F@, q even. Equation (9’) forces S to be alternating. Thus, 
n = 2 and S = (y t) is the only case to be considered. We may take Ss to be 
the quadratic map given by S,(aZ, + bl,) = ab for a suitable R-basis ZI , Za of W*. 
As a consequence, S, always exists when R = Z and it exists for R = Eq , 
q even, if and only if S is alternating. 
It is clear that the preceding discussions work for the transpose of S. In 
the two cases discussed, the three sets GL,(W), {S}, {S*}, together with their 
identifications with subsets of Sp,,(R), generate, respectively, Sp,(Z) and 
G(2n, +; q). The latter is the rotation subgroup of the orthogonal group 
associated to a nondegenerate quadratic form Q of 2n variables and maximal 
Witt index n over the field Fq . In case R = Fa with q even, the squaring map 
on R(f) defines a quadratic map from V to R. This map must be preserved 
by 4. It is easy to see that the associated bilinear map is the one defined 
in (4). As a consequence, the image of A, actually falls inside 0(2n, + ; q). 
By working with the case n = 1, it is easy to see that the image of A, is 
0(2n, + ; 9). Here we remind ourselves that the preceding discussion already 
shows that the image contains G(2n, +; q). In view of the restrictions (8’) 
and (9’), the ambiguity in the lift S, of S lies in Hom,( V, R). We may therefore 
summarize our discussion: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E(f) be the extra-special extension defined by (1) and (2). 
For R = H or IF, , q even, we have exact sequences of groups corresponding to 
distinguikhed subgroups of the group of automorphisms of E(f ): 
R =Z, 0 -+ Homx( V, h) --+ Sp,( V) -+ Sp,( V) + 1, UQJ 
R = F,, 0 -+ Hom,(V, RR) -+ Sp,(V) -+ O,(V)-+ 1. PA 
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In these exact sequences, Hom,(V, R) can be identified with the group of inner 
automrphisms of E(f). In (lo,), Sp,( V) is the group of all uutomorphisms of 
E(f) inducing the identity on Z and Sp,( V) z Sp,,(Z). In (lo,), O,(V) s 
wn, +; 4. 
We now wish to decide when the exact sequences (10) split. If the sequence 
splits, then we can lift Sp,(V) and O,(V) t o subgroups of the automorphism 
group of E(f). In particular, we can define a lifting on the parabolic subgroup 
P = GX. Here G = GL,(W) and X is, respectively, (W OR W)+ and 
(W @JR W)-. The latter is the kernel of the natural projection map from 
W OR W to S,a( W); it is the subspace spanned by all R-linear combinations 
of w, @ wa - wa @ wi with wi E W. P is identified with subgroup of Sp,(V) 
or O,(V) according to the discussions carried out before the theorem. Further- 
more, if n < m, then we can embed Spa,(Z) into Spa,(Z) via Spa,(Z) x 1z2m--2n. 
In a similar manner, we can embed 0(2n, +; Q) into 0(2m, E; q), where E = - 
means that we are dealing with the case of a nondegenerate quadratic form 
of nonmaximal Witt index. 
In either of the two cases, the kernel of the exact sequence (10) is V*. In 
view of the presence of the invariant nondegenerate R-bilinear map defined 
by (4), we can identify V with V*. 
We will now consider the case n = 1. If R = k, then E(f) has been con- 
sidered in [12, p. 2671. The results there imply that (10,) splits for n = 1. 
If R = IF, , then O,(V) is a dihedral group of order 2(q - 1). It is easy to 
see that an element of order 2 in O,(V) can be lifted to an element of order 2 
in the automorphism group. Thus, (10,) splits for n = 1. 
We next consider the case n > 1. Except when (n, 4) = (3,2), we have 
.@(G, W) = H1(G, W*) = 0. When R = h or IF,, this is proved in, [12]. 
When R = Fg, q > 2, G has nontrivial center; the assertion is therefore 
trivial [12, Proposition IILl]. Leaving aside the case of (n, q) = (3,2), we 
may conclude that all liftings of G are conjugate under inner automorphisms 
induced by elements of V*. In particular, we may assume the lifting to coincide 
with that defined by (6) on G. To each S in X, assume the lift S, has the form 
(7) and satisfies (8’) and (9’). An easy calculation shows that 
The map sending S E X onto S, E W* is an RG-module 
homomorphism from X to W;. (11) 
Suppose R = H and the map in (11) is not zero. We can then find positive 
integer t and odd prime p so that the image is contained in tW* but not in 
ptW*. This then leads to a nonzero iF,GL(n, IF,) homomorphism of X/pX s 
s2( W&W) into tW*/ptW* c W*/pW*. However, for odd prime p, these 
are nonisomorphic absolutely irreducible modules for F,GL(n, IF ,). It follows 
that the map in (11) must be zero when R = Z. Suppose R = IF,, q even. 
Then X = (W OR W)- z ARz(W). As RG-modules, AR2(W) and W* are 
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absolutely irreducible and are isomorphic if and only if (n, a) = (3, 2). Thus 
the map in (11) must be zero when R = IF, and (n, 4) # (3,2). With the assump- 
tion that S, = 0 for all S in X it is then easy to see that 
The map sending S E X onto S, is an RG-module homomorphism 
from X to the module of all maps of the second degree on W*. (12) 
The module QZ of all maps of the second degree on W* is a module direct 
sum of the modules of all linear maps and all quadratic maps. The first can 
be identified with W. Projecting the image of the map in (12) onto the com- 
ponent of linear maps then yields an RG-module homomorphism from X 
to W. A similar argument as carried out above shows that this map must be 
zero. As a consequence, S, is always quadratic. This means that S is necessarily 
the symmetric bilinear map associated to the quadratic map S, . When R = Z, 
(9’) shows that S must take on even values on W*. This is clearly impossible 
for suitable S. When R = lF*, 4 even, the module of all quadratic maps on 
W* can be identified with SR”(W). We now have the exact sequence of RG- 
modules: 
0 --f Sq( W) + SpJ W) -+ A,2(w) -+ 0. (13) 
Sq(W) is the image of the additive injection from W to SR2(W) obtained by 
sending each w in W onto w2. It is easy to see that (13) does not split when 
(n, 4) # (2,2). Indeed, it exhibits the unique composition series for the 
RG-module SR2( W) when (n, q) # (2,2). When q = 2, a long-winded proof 
was carried out in [IZ, Prop. 11.11. An easy proof can be carried out by using 
weight theory. For q = 2 and n > 2, the exact sequence (13) can be viewed 
as a realization of the Charlap-Vasquez characteristic class [12]. Except when 
(% P) = @,2h &( W) is the unique (absolutely) irreducible RG-submodule 
of SR2( W). Moreover, it is not isomorphic to X g flR2( W) when (n, 4) # (3,2). 
To see this, we note that they have different dimensions except when n = 3. 
For n = 3, q > 2, they have different highest weight. As a consequence, 
a map satisfying (12) d oes not exist when (n, q) # (2,2) and (3,2). Putting 
all these together we see that a lift cannot be found on P as long as (n, 4) # (2,2) 
and (3, 2). We summarize these to: 
THEOREM 1.2. The exact sequences in Theorem 1.1 split if n = 1 and do not 
split when n > 1 and (n, q) # (2,2) or (3, 2). In particular, H2(Sp,,(Z), V) # 0, 
H2(Q(2n, +; q), 5’) # 0 f  H2(0(2n, +; q), V), where Y is the natural repre- 
sentation space, n > 1 and (n, q) # (2,2), (3,2). 
When R = Z, the preceding results can be combined with [12] to yield 
the following result. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let L be the natural representation lattice of GL(2n, E). The 
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restriction of the Charlap-Vasquez characteristic class vz2 E Ha(GL(2n, Z), 
Hom(L, AZ(L))) to th e subgroup Sp(2n, Z) is not zero when n > 1. 
Theorem 1.3 provides a proof of the note added to [12] without resorting 
to computer calculations. It also indicates that the second differential in the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated to the split extension 
O+L-+L x,r+r+1 (14) 
may be nontrivial even if we use trivial coefficient module Z. In this sense, 
the characteristic class va2 cannot be avoided. 
Let R = IF,, q even. Let U be any R-vector space of finite dimension. 
Let U,, denote U viewed as a vector space over F, . The cohomology ring 
H*( U, IF,) is then isomorphic to the symmetric algebra over 5, of the F,-dual 
of U, tensored with 5, (over IF,). Thus, H*( U, IF,) z S,*( U,,*) a0 ff* , where 
the subscript 0 refers to the prime field 5, . This isomorphism preserves the 
grading. If we are given a R-bilinear map g: U x U 4 R, then g defines a 
central extension similar to (1). Simultaneously, g can be viewed as an element 
of U,,* @,, U,,* @,, IF, . Natural projection then yields an element of H2( U, 5,) 
corresponding to the central extension defined by g. The squaring map on 
the central extension defined by g can be viewed as a quadratic map from U 
to F, ; as such, it is the polar form of g. In this manner, we obtain all quadratic 
maps. Here we have taken deliberate care because a quadratic map does not 
usually arise from a symmetric bilinear map. (This may be viewed as the “reason” 
for the existence of characteristic classes of Charlap and Vasquez.) 
Let Q be the quadratic form associated to g. By taking n large enough, we 
may identify U with a suitable subspace of V so that Q is the restriction of 
the quadratic form on V. We will now consider two separate cases. 
Assume dim, U = 2m + 2 and Q has Witt index m. Thus, Q has a non- 
degenerate associated alternating bilinear map. We can write V = UJJ U+, 
where U+ is the orthogonal complement of U in V. O,(U) can be identified 
with O,(U) x I in O,(V), where I denotes the identity map on U+. The exact 
sequence (10,) then yields the exact sequence: 
O-+HomR(V,R)+Sp,(V,U)+O,(U)~I-tl. (19 
It is easy to see that Sp,(V, U) defines automorphisms of E(f) carrying the 
inverse image of U in E(f) into itself. This then yields the exact sequence: 
O~Hom,(U,R)~Sp,(U)-tO,(U)~ 1. (16) 
Sp,(U) is realized in the automorphism group of the central extension defined 
by g. It is easy to see that Sp,(V, U) is a direct product of Sp,( U) and 
Hom,( U+, R). 
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THEOREM 1.4. I f  m > 1 and (m, a) # (2,2) and (3,2), then the exact 
sequence (16) does not split. In particular, under the restriction stated, 
ZP(O(2m + 2, - ; q), U) # 0 # P(Q(2m + 2, - ; q), U), where U is the 
natural representation space. 
We note that the embedding of U into V can be reversed by taking n = m. 
If (16) splits, then (IO,) would also split. Thus Theorem 1.4 follows from 
Theorem 1.2. 
Assume dim, U = 2m + 1 and {u E U / Q(U) = 0 and (u, U) = 0} = 0. 
As a result, we have an O,(U) exact sequence: 
O-tF,+ u+ u’+o. (17) 
O,(U) is trivial on Fg and preserves the nondegenerate alternating inner 
product on u’ induced by Q. Witt’s theorem then yields the isomorphism 
between O,(U) G O(2m + 1; q) and Sp(2m; q). In a similar manner; we obtain 
the exact sequence: 
0 --t Hom,( u’, R) + Sp,( U) + O,(U) + 1. (18) 
As before, we deduce from Theorem 1.2 the following. 
THEOREM 1.5. I f  m > 1 and (m, q) # (2, 2) and (3, 2), then the exact 
sequence (18) does not split. In particular, under the restriction stated, 
W(Sp(2m; q), U’) # 0, where U’ is the natural representation space. Moreover, 
the exact sequence of Sp(2m; q) modules given in (17) does not split when (m, q) # 
(1,2) so that Hl(Sp(2m; q), U’) # 0 when (m, q) # (1,2). 
The second part of the preceding theorem can be deduced from Witt’s 
theorem. An alternate proof can be obtained by comparing the order of 
Sp(2m; q) and 0(2m, +; q); see [l]. 
Remarks. In the. preceding theorems, we have used the existence of an 
invariant nondegenerate bilinear form to identify the natural representation 
spaces with their duals. The cases not covered by Theorems 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5 
are resolved as follows. 
0(2, - ; q) is dihedral of order 2(q + 1). U is easily seen to be a free 
module for a 2-Sylow subgroup of order 2. Thus, Hi(O(2, -; q), U) = 
Hi(.0(2, - ; q), U) = 0 for i > 0 and (16) splits here. 
0(4, - ; q) has index 2 subgroup G(4, --; q) G SL(2; q2). If we carry out 
a similar analysis for the normalizer of a 2-Sylow subgroup of 52(4, - ; q) 
as in the case of G’(2n, + ; q), then (16) d oes not split when q > 2. A comparison 
with the theorem of McLaughlin (Proposition 4.4) shows that we have a 
generator of H2(s2(4, -; q), U) when q > 2. 
It is known that Sp(2; q) z O(3; q) z SL(2; q). Restricting to a 2-Sylow 
subgroup and an easy direct calculation shows that (18) splits. 
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We are left with a few cases where q = 2. In these cases, Theorems 1.2, 
1.4, and 1.5 were first obtained by Griess 181. His arguments were more finite 
group theoretic than ours. In particular, (3,2) is not exceptional in Theorems 1.2 
and 1.4; similarly, (2,2) and (3,2) are not exceptional in Theorem 1.5. 
At this point, we have proved the nonvanishing part of Theorem EO. In 
spite of the splitting of (18) for Sp(2; q), we have H2(Sp(2; q), U’) z IF, for 
q > 4. It is 0 for q = 2 or 4. Indeed, for arbitrary q > 2, McLaughlin has 
completely determined H2(SL(n; q), I’). A detailed statement for all q can be 
found in Proposition 4.4. Moreover, McLaughlin has informed us that 
Landburi apparently has shown that P(G(q), V(X)) is usually zero for a 
Chevalley group G(q) over iFq and an irreducible module V(X), where h is the 
highest weight with h equal to a minimal dominant weight but not equal to a 
root. The possible exceptional cases are as follows. 
(a) 4 < 4, 
(b) q = 5, G = A,(5), 
(c) q = 3d > 3, G = A,(3d), 
(d) q = 2* and (G, h) is one of the following pairs: 
(19) 
The exceptional cases (b), (c), and (i) of (d) are definite and settled by 
McLaughlin; see Proposition 4.4. The present work deals with (ii) and (iii) 
of (d). The case q = 2 is based on our earlier work [12]. McLaughlin then 
showed us a way to deal with (iii) of (d) for q > 2. A modified version of 
McLaughlin’s proof will be given in the present work (McLaughlin’s work 
has not yet appeared). In addition, we will also deal with S2(2m + 2, -; q), 
q = 2d. This is a twisted version of a Chevalley group of type D. Finally, 
we will deal with the adjoint module for groups of type A. Neither of these 
two cases is covered by the preceding results of McLaughlin and Landburi. 
2. ORTHOGONAL GROUPS OF CHARACTERISTIC 2 AND q = 2 
Let Sz be one of Q(2n, +; q), Sp(2n; q) g O(2n + 1; q) or S2(2n + 2, --; 4). 
Here n denotes the rank of 52 over k = IF,. Following the procedure of [12], 
the cohomology of 9 with coefficients in any k.Q module is bounded by the 
cohomology of any parabolic subgroup. We will therefore determine the structure 
481/4511-3 
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of a particular maximal parabolic subgroup P of L). In each of the three cases, 
let V denote the natural representation space of L! In the case of Sp(2n; 4) E 
O(2n + 1; q), Y is the natural representation space of Sp(2n; s). Thus, dim, V 
is always even and V is isomorphic to V* as a k.&-nodule. In each of the three 
cases, we have the exact sequence of kP-modules: 
0-t w-t v-+ w*+o. 
Moreover, we have a split exact sequence of groups: 
(1) 
O-+X,-+P-tG-+l. (2) 
As a kG-module, V is the direct sum of W and W* and will be so identified. 
In case J2 is S-?(2n, +; 4) or Sp(2n; q), G = GL,(W) z GL(n; 4) and acts 
naturally on Wand W *. Xa is then isomorphic to the kG-module (W C& W)- s 
fl,s( W) and (W arc W)+ s Sa2( W*)*, respectively. The action of Xs on V 
is such that each S E X, carries v = (x, 1) onto (x + S(Z), I). Thus X, is trivial 
on W and V/W s W* with W as the fixed point set. The situation in the case 
of 9(2n + 2, -; 4) is more complicated. Here we view V as the set of all 
4-tuples (x, 01; y, ,8) with (Y, /I in k = !F,, , x E W, and y E WI*. W, is a k-vector 
space of dimension n and we have an exact sequence of kP-modules: 
o-+ WI3 W+(Fp--fO, (3) 
Moreover, we have a split exact sequence of groups: 
O-+X,+G+G,-+l. (4) 
Gr = GL,( W,) G GL(n; 4). As a KG,-module, X1 is isomorphic to W, . As a 
KG,-module, Xa is isomorphic to (WI Ok WI)+. We still have to describe 
the action of Gr , X1 , X, on V. For this, we select A in k so that h # {a2 + ar 1 
a E k}. The quadratic map Q on V can now be described by the formula 
If u E G1 , then 0(3c, 0~; y, /3) = (u(x), (Y; u*(y), /3), where u* is the transpose 
inverse of a. If w E W, is identified with an element of X1, then w(x, ol; y, /3) = 
(x + 01w + ,8w, a! + y{w}; y, fi + y(w)). In order to define the action of X, 
‘on V we use the exact sequence of KG,-modules: 
As additive groups, Sq( W,) z W, . N amely, each w E W, can be identified 
with the coset of ;\w @ w. If S c X2 = (WI Ok WI)+, then the element of W 
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corresponding to the coset of S will be denoted ~by A(S). The action of S E X, 
is now given by the formula 
S(x, a; Y, P) = (x + S(Y) + B 4% a + YV(S)~ Y, B). (7) 
We recall that S is also viewed as a symmetric K-linear map from W,* to W, . 
d is semilinear with respect to the square root automorphism of k and satisfies 
y(S(y)} = X(~(d(s)})~ for all y in IV,* and Sin X,. If wtzW, =X, and 
sE(wlOKwl)+ =x2, then wSW-%S-~ lies in (W, OK WI)- and carries 
each y in WI* onto y(w) A(S) + y{d(S)}w of WI ; namely, y acts as derivation 
on W, Ok WI . If Q = 2, then X = 1 and A is linear; as a result, many com- 
plications disappear. 
We will now begin the upper bound calculations for H1 and H2. The case 
n = 1 is essentially elementary and is implicit in the discussion at the end 
of the preceding section. Thus we will assume 12 > 1. Often, the subscripts 
+, 0, and - will be used in the numbering of the formulas to distinguish 
the three cases. When 4 = 2, additive maps between k-vector spaces are 
automatically linear; as a result, references to K can be unambiguously omitted 
in this case. 
The KP exact sequence (1) yields the following exact sequences of finite- 
dimensional k-vector spaces: 
0 + H’(P, W) --f H1(P, V) 3 Hl(P, W*) 
--t H2(P, W) + H2(P, V) + H*(P, W*), 
0 -+ IF, ---f H1(P, W) + HI(P, V) 3 H1(P, W*) 
-+ H2(P, W) -+ H2(P, V) --f H*(P, W*). 
@+,o) 
W 
The analysis of these exact sequences can be divided according to q = 2 
and q > 2. W’hen q = 2, we use [12]. Some of these can be easily extended 
to q > 2. This will be done whenever convenient. Otherwise, we leave the 
analysis for q > 2 to next section. 
Let Y denote W or W*. By spectral sequence, 1 Ip(P, Y)I divides the product 
of I w(G, Y)I and I H”(G WV2 a Y))l = I HomdX2, Y)l. 
Let G = G&@‘). Then W(GL,(W), Y) = 0 when (n, q) # (3,2). This is 
proved in [12] when q = 2. When q > 2, the nontrivial center of G has only 
trivial fixed points on Y. Thus, Hi(G, Y) = 0 for all i. We recall that X2 is 
either Ak2(W) or (W Ok W)+ and acts trivially on Y. In the second case, (6) 
exhibits the unique KG composition series when (n, q) # (2,2). It is now easy 
to see that EP(G, HI(X, , Y)) = 0 provided that (X, , Y) # ((W Ok W)+, W), 
1z > 1, and (n, q) # (2,2), (3,2), (2,4), and (3,4); similarly, HO(G, fP((W 8% 
W)+, W)) g IF, . Together, these show that F(P, W*) = 0 in (8+,,), 
H1(P, V) = 0 in (8,) and ) HI(P, V)\ divides q in (8,), where n > 1 and 
(n, q) f (2,2), (3,2), (2,4), and (3,4). 
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Let G = GrX, with Gr = GL,(W,) and Xi z W, . Combining (3) together 
with HI(G,X,X, , lF,J e Hom(GIXrX,, FU) = 0 when (n, q) # (2,2), we 
obtain the exact sequences: 
0 + U=* + Hl(P, WI) + HI(P, W) - 0, 
0 --f H2(P, W,) + H2(P, W) ---t H2(P, Fob>, 
0 --+ HyP, w*) -+ HyP, WI*) -+ HyP, 5,) 
+ H2(P, W”) + H2(P, W,*). 
P-1 
w-1 
Ul-) 
X,X, acts trivially on W, . Let Y1 denote WI or WI*. j Hl(P, YJ then divides 
the product of 1 Hl(G, , YJl and 1 HO(G, , H1(XlX2 , Yr))]. As before, 
H1(Gl, Yl) = 0 when (n, q) # (3,2). F rom the description of the action of Xi 
on X, , we get HO(G, , @(X,X, , YJ) to be isomorphic to Hom,cl( WI JJ 
Sq(W,), Yi). This latter group is easily seen to be ffQ u lFQ when Yi = W, 
and 0 when Yr = WI*, n > 1 and (n, q) not equal to (2,2) or (2,4). We will 
now summarize all these results: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume 1z > 1, q = 2d, and (n, q) # (2,2), (3,2), (2,4) 
or (3,4). Then K1(9(2n, + ; q), V) = 0, HI(Q(2n + 2, - ; q), V) = 0, and 
JW3?@; q), V) = 5,) where a nontrivial generator can be represented by an 
exact sequence similar to (17) of S ec ion t 1. Moreover, we have the exact sequences: 
0 --t H2(P, W) -+ H2(P, V) -+ H2(P, W*). W+*oJ 
Remark. In order to get Hl(Sp(2n; q), V) = EQ, the preceding discussion 
must be combined with the lower estimate obtained in Section 1. There it 
was shown that H1(Sp(2n; q), V) # 0 and it is clearly a vector space over lFc. 
Continuing with the preceding notations, the spectral sequence associated to 
(2) shows that 1 He(P, Y)l divides the product of ] He(G, Y)], 1 Hr(G, ZP(X, , Y))] 
and ] ker d, /, d,: HO(G, H2(X2, Y)) + H2(G, HI(X, , Y)). 
Let G = G&(W). H2(G, Y) = 0 p rovided that n > 6 when q = 2. For 
q = 2, see [12]; for q > 2, this is trivial as observed before. If Xs s &a(W), 
then we can deduce from [12] that: For q = 2, HI(G, HI(X, , W)) r IF, 
when n > 1 and Hr(G, IP(X, , W*)) = 0 when n > 6. We leave q > 2 
to next section. If X2 E (W ol, W)+, then the exact sequence (6) leads to the 
exact sequence: 
0 + Hom,(Sq( W), Y) -+ Hom,(X, , Y) --+ Hom,(A,2( W), Y) + 0. (13,) 
For q = 2, Sq( W) g W and Horn&( W, W*) has composition factors A,2( W*), 
Sq( W”), J&2( w*>. w e can deduce from [12] that: For q = 2, HI(G, w(X, , W)) 
has order dividing 2 when n > 3 and H1(G, HI(X, , W*)) is 0 when n 3 6. 
We again leave q > 2 to next section. 
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We next consider ) ker ds 1. Hs(G, H2(X,, Y)) is isomorphic to Horn&Y*, 
Soa(Xs*)). The subscript 0 means that X,* is viewed as a vector space over IFa .
We note that the IFa-dual of Xa is isomorphic to X,*. As a G-module, Y* is 
absolutely irreducible. Let B be the Bore1 subgroup of G formed by the upper 
triangular matrices with respect to a k-basis of W. Then B stabilizes a unique 
one-dimensional k-subspace of Y. This subspace is the unique ZB-irreducible 
subspace and generates Y as a ZG-module. A similar analysis can be carried 
out for So2(X2*) with X2* equal to nk2(w*) and Sk2(W*), respectively. We 
note that B is the semidirect product of its unipotent radical U with the maximal 
torus T formed by all diagonal matrices. When q > 2, it is just weight theory. 
When q = 2, T degenerates to 1; here we are compensated by the fact that 
one-dimensional subspaces can be identified with nonzero vectors so that 
weight theory can be replaced by lexicographic ordering of a distinguished 
basis. It is now fairly easy to see that: For n > 3, ,.9,2(X,*) has a unique ZG- 
irreducible subspace and this subspace is isomorphic to Sq(Ak2(W*)) or 
Sq(Sq(W*)) in the respective cases. As a consequence, HO(G, H2((W ol, w>+, 
W)) = IF, for all n > 1 while HO(G, H*(X, , Y)) is 0 in the remaining cases 
as long as we assume n > 1 and for q = 2 or 4 we assume n > 3. We now 
examine ker da for the case of H”(G, H*(( W ale W)+, W)). We have the exact 
sequences of Z-modules: 
o+A*yW)~(W@~W)+-+sq(W)~o, (140) 
o-+ w+ w,+ w-+0, (150) 
where W, is the group of all elements of order dividing 4 in an injective envelope 
of the Z-module W. As in Section 0, (15,) corresponds to a nonzero generator 
of H”(G, fP(W, W)). If we identify Wand Sq(W) under Sq, then we can form 
the fibered product of (140) and (15,). This yields the exact sequence: 
o+ W-+E+(W@,w)++o. NJ 
(16,) is induced by the projection onto the first factor. Similarly, E projects 
onto W, so that (16,) does not split. Indeed, the cohomology class of (16,) 
is the inflation of the cohomology class [f] of (15,). Theorem 0.1 tells us how 
to lift each element of G to an automorphism of E. Using the fact that (14,) 
is an exact sequence of kG-modules, we only have to carry out the lift to an 
automorphism of W, . It follows that @‘(inf[f]) = inf(d22[f]). For the right- 
hand side, we can look at the image W, of E. Proposition 0.4 showed that G 
cannot be lifted to a subgroup of the automorphism group of W, as long as 
we assume n > 1 and for q = 2 or 4, n > 3. Combining these, we see that 
1 ker dz [ = I when n > 1 and for q = 2 or 4, n > 3. We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. W(9(2n, +; 2), V) g IF, r P(Sp(2n; 2), V) when n 2 6. 
The nontrivial element can be realized in the automorphism group of the extra- 
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special extension. They also correspond to the Charlap-Vasquez characteristic 
class vs2. For q > 2, we have: dim, H2(P, V) < diml, Hl(G, H1(X, , W)) + 
dim H”(G, fl(X, , W*>), where n > 3 when q = 4. Here P = GX, is the 
maximal parabolic of L2(2n, +; q) or Sp(2n; q) as described. 
We now consider the case P = G,X,,Y, . In view of (10.) and (II-), we 
first consider P(P, 5,J g Hs(P, 5s) gE 5q . The discussion holds for arbitrary q. 
From spectral sequence, ] H”(P, IF,)1 divides the product of j EP(G,X, , IF&j, 
I f-W’& , H1W2, IF,))1 and I H”(GIXl , p(X2 y52))l. 
In a similar way, [ H2(GlXl, 5,)[ divides the product of 1 EP(G, ,5&l, 
1 EP(Gr , EII(X, ,5,))j and ] HO(G, , H*(X, ,5,))I. H2(G,, 5,) is known to be 0 
when (n, q) # (2,2), (3,2), (4,2), (2,4), and (3,4), q even. N’(G, , HI(X, ,5,)) cz 
H1(Gl , Xl*) = Hl(GL,(W,), WI*) and is 0 except when (n, q) = (3,2). When 
q = 2, this is proved in [12]. When q > 2, this is a trivial consequence of 
the fact that the nontrivial center of GL,( W,) acts with trivial fixed point on 
WI*. For the last term, X1 g W,(O) @a 5,) where WI(O) is the space of 
column vectors of length n over 5, . As a result, H2(Xl, 52) is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of copies of S2( W,(O)*) and WI(O)* @I0 W;(O)* as GL(n, 5s) 
module. GL(n, 5,) is the subgroup of 5, rational points of GLJ W,) = Gl . 
It is therefore clear that HO(G, , uZ(X, , 5,)) = 0 when n > 2. In fact, a closer 
analysis shows that it is also zero when R = 2 and q > 2. We summarize: 
P(G,Xr ,5,) = 0 provided that n > 5 for q = 2 and 
n >4forq =4(n > 1 andqeven). (17~) 
By using the long cohomology sequence associated with (14,) we can conclude 
that / H1(GIXj , ZP(X, ,5,))[ divides the product of ) ZP(G,X, , Sq(W,)*)l and 
[ HI(G,X, , /lk2( WI)*) . From the description of the action of X, on X2 we 
know that Xi acts trivially on the coefficients in these two cohomology groups. 
As a consequence, each of these two divides the product of j lP(G, , A)J and 
j HO(G, , Homz(X, , A))/ with A ranging over Sq(W,)* and A,t(W,)* in the 
respective cases. rP(G, , A) = 0 when (n, q) + (3, 2). For q = 2, this is proved 
in [12]. For q > 2 and q even, this is a trivial consequence of the fact that 
the nontrivial center of Gi has only the trivial fixed point on A. we next note 
that X1 g WI and A are absolutely irreducible G1 modules. It is then easy 
to see that HO(G, , Homz(X, , A)) z H omzo(Xi , A) is 0 provided that (n, q) 
is not among (2, 2), (3,2), (2,4) and (3,4). We summarize: 
HI(GrXr , ZP(Xa , 5,)) = 0 provided that n > 4 for 
q = 2 or 4 (a > 1 and q even). w-1 
H2(X2 > 52) r &‘(p( WI”)), w h ere the subscript 0 refers to the fact that 
sZ(l;t:*) is viewed as a vector space over 5, . If q = 2, we can examine the 
invariants under a Bore1 subgroup B of Gi corresponding to an ordered basis 
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of W, . It is then easy to see that Gr has only trivial invariant when n > 2. 
If 4 > 2, then GL(n; q) is generated by GL(n; 2) and the maximal torus T 
formed by all diagonal matrices with entries in kx. It is then easy to see that 
G, has only the trivial fixed point. We summarize: 
HO(GrXl , @(X2 , IF,)) = 0 provided that (n, p) # (2,2) 
(n > 1 and Q even). (19-I 
Putting together (17-J, (18~) and (19) yields: 
Assume n > 5 for 4 = 2 and n > 4 for 4 = 4 (n > 1 and q even). 
Then H2(P, IF,) = 0 in (lo-) and (11-j. Moreover, 
in the exact sequence (12J, W can be replaced by W, . (20-) 
Let YI denote WI or WI*. ] H2(G,X,X,, YI)j therefore divides the product 
of / H2(GIXI, YJ , 1 @(GrX, , H1(X, , YI))\ and / ker d, (, where d,: HO(G,X, , 
JJ2(& , k;)) - H2(G,x; , ff@‘, , Y,)). Here we recall that X,X, acts trivially 
on Yr . 
In a similar way, I H2(G,X, , Yr)\ divides the product of 1 H2(G,, YJI, 
I HI(Gr , H1(XI, Y,))( and I ker d2 /, where d,: HO(G, , H2(Xl , Y,)) -F H2(Gl , 
*(X,, YJ). AS b e ore, H2(G, , Y,) = 0 for n > 1, 4 even, and (n, q) # (3,2), f 
(4,2), (5,2). For the remaining terms, we carry out the argument for q = 2 
and leave the discussion of q > 2 to the next section. When q = 2, HI(X, , Yl) 
is isomorphic to Hom(W, , YJ. According to [12], we have I?(G, , Hl(X, , 
Y,)) = 0 for n >, 5 and q = 2. When q = 2, H2(XI, Y,) is isomorphic to 
Hom(Y,*, F(W,*)). As in the discussion preceding Proposition 2.2, we get 
ker d, = 0 when n > 3 and q = 2. We summarize: 
H2(G,Xr , YI) = 0 for n > 5 and q = 2. j H2(G,X, , Y,)l 
divides the product of 1 Hr(G, , Horn,, WI , Yl))l and 
1 ker d, 1 when n > 1 and q > 2, q even. Here, 
4: H”(G , H*(X, , E;)) - ffYG, , WJG , Yl)) 
is described by the spectral sequence. w-) 
By using the exact sequence (14,), j HI(G,X, , Hr(X, , Yr)) divides the 
product of I WG& , fWdW,), Ydl and I fWWl , ffVk2(Wl), Yd)I. 
Again, we consider q = 2 and leave q > 2 to the next section. When q = 2, 
the coefficient groups are, respectively, Hom( WI , YJ and Hom(da( WI), Yl). 
Let A denote the coefficient group. Then XI acts trivially on A and 
1 H1(GIXI, A)\ divides the product of ( Hl(G, , A)\ and ( Ha(G, , Hom(W, , A))\. 
As shown in [12], IS(Gr , A) = 0 when n > 6 and q = 2, A # Hom(da(W& 
WI); it is IF2 if A = Hom(/i2(WI), W,) w h en n > 3 and q = 2. Hom(W, , A) 
is isomorphic to Hom(W, @ Yr*, D), where D is either WI* or A2(W,)*. 
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The composition structure of W, @ Yr* is known It is therefore easy to see 
that ( B’(G, , Hom(W, , A))/ = 1 when n > 3. We summarize: 
Assume n 3 6 and 4 = 2. Then Hr(G,Xr , Hl(X, , W,)) = IF, 
and Hr(G,X, , HI(X, , W,*)) = 0. If 4 > 2, Yr = W, or W,*, 
then ( Hl(G,X, , Hr(X, , Y,))l divides the product of 
I fWGl , HodD, Yd)l and I P(Gl , Homz(Wl , Horn@, YJ))l, 
where D ranges over W, and Ak2(Wl), (k = F,). G-) 
We finally consider the map da from HO(G,Xr , iF’(X, , YJ) to IF(G,X, , 
H1(Xs , Yr)). We recall that X2 acts trivially on Yr . As a consequence, d, 
is functorial with respect to restriction from GrX, to Gr . With the restriction 
n > 1 and for q = 2 or 4, n > 3, we saw that the domain of d, is either 0 or 
IF,. When it is 5*, d2 was shown to be nonzero. We may summarize: 
4: ff”(G,X, , H”-(X2 , Yd) - H2(W-l , ffW,, Yl)) 
is injective for n > 1 and all q provided that we 
assume n > 3 when q = 2 or 4. (23-) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let n 3 6. Then H2(.Q(2n + 2, -; 2), V) = IF, . The 
nontrivial element can be realized in the automorphism group of the extra-special 
extension It also corresponds to the Charlap-Va-swz characteristic class vS2. 
Remark. The remark after Proposition 2.2 applies to Proposition 2.3 also. 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 complete the results of Griess [S] for n > 6 and q = 2. 
When 2 < n < 5 and q = 2, the situation would require a more careful 
analysis. The difficulty lies with the nonvanishing of H(SL(n, 2), A) for suitable 
combinations of i = 1, 2, A equal to Aj(W), j = 0, 1 or 2, where W is the 
natural representation space of SL(n, 2). These nonvanishing phenomena are 
related to sporadic isomorphisms and sporadic simple groups. 
3. q>2 
Throughout this entire section, k = IF, , q = pd > 2. The groups in the 
preceding sections will be viewed as matrix groups with entries in k. As such, 
we can consider the rational points over any subfield of k. The natural representa- 
tion space will be viewed as column vectors of the appropriate length. As 
such, the standard unit vectors form a basis. Again, we can consider the rational 
points of the representation space over any subfield. In particular, the repre- 
sentation space V can be viewed as V(0) o. k, where V(0) is the space of 
rational points over IF, and the subscript 0 means that we form tensor product 
over IF, . It should be noted that Q(2m + 2, - ; q) is not necessarily defined 
over IF,. However, our calculations will be carried out on the level of a maximal 
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parabolic subgroup. Ultimately, it will be reduced to calculations involving 
groups and modules that are defined over 5s . We will have occasion to form 
functorial constructions such as tensor product, homomorphism, exterior 
power, symmetric power. These will be carried out both over k and over IF, . 
When it is carried out over k, we inherit natural basis over k. When it is carried 
out over IF P , we use the subscript 0 and we note that the result might have 
no k-vector space structure at all. 
An examination of the results in the preceding sections shows that we need 
to calculate Ho and H1 of G = GL(n; n) for suitable coefficient modules. Here 
we recall that G has a BN-structure. The unipotent radical U of the Bore1 
subgroup B can be taken to be the unipotent group of upper triangular matrices 
with eigenvalues 1. The maximal torus T is taken to be the group of diagonal 
matrices with entries in k. B is then the semidirect product of U and T with 
U normal in B. The Weyl group N/T can be naturally identified with the group 
& of all permutation matrices. If we use monomial matrices, then the normalizer 
N of T in G is covered by SL(n; p); namely, each coset of N/T contains a 
representative in SL(n; 9). If 1 < i, j < n with i # j, then the root group U, , 
a =&-A. 3 , is the one parameter subgroup formed by all 1 + aeij , a E k, 
where eij is the matrix unit with 1 in (i, j)th entry and 0 elsewhere. The unipotent 
radical U is a semidirect product of these root subgroups with i < j. Ai: T L kx 
is the weight defined by the (i, i)th coordinate function on T. The character 
group Hom,(T, kx), k is an algebraic closure of k, is additively written as a 
free Z/(q - 1)Z module with hi , 1 < i < n, as a free basis. The subgroup 
SL(n; q) of GL(n; q) h as index prime to p and is generated by the N-orbit 
of the root subgroup U, , 01 = A, - As . Moreover, each root subgroup is 
normalized by T. In this form, most of the statements we made extend to 
general irreducible finite Chevalley groups. What we need is the weaker 
statement about the index of a subgroup generated by an N-orbit of a root 
subgroup. 
We recall briefly the weight theory of G = GL(n; 4). Let A be any KG- 
module. A is then decomposable into a direct sum of kT-modules according 
to weights X E Hom,(T, kx). The point here is that T is a k-split torus. The 
weight space Ah is unique and its dimension over k is called the multiplicity 
of h in A. Thus, each t E T acts on A, according to multiplication by A(t). 
If Fr denotes the Frobenius automorphism of G obtained by raising each 
entry of a matrix to its pth power, then we obtain a new KG-module Fr(A) 
by letting Fr(A) to be A as an abelian group and defining the action of u E G 
as that of Fr(a). It is then clear that h is a weight for A if and only if ph is a 
weight for Fr(A). Indeed, Fr(A),, and A, are identical as sets. We note also 
that multiplication by p is an automorphism of the character group of T. It is 
immediate that Hi(G, A) g Ht(G, Fr(A)) f or all i. This assertion is general. 
It is trivial for i = 0 because H’-‘(G, A) represents the fixed points of G on A. 
The higher Hi is derived from Ho. It is also easy to verify the assertion directly by 
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definingFr, on the level of nonhomogeneous cochains with (Fr.+f)(~~ ,..., ui) = 
f(Fr(u,),..., Fr(q)), CJ~ EG. Fr, then induces an isomorphism between Hi(G, A) 
and H”(G, Fr(A)). 
Let A’ be another kG-module. Then Hom,(A, A’) and A & A’ are lF,G- 
modules. We can introduce (noncanonically) KG-module structure by using 
the kG-module structure on A or on A’. If A is defined over iF, , then A oz A’ g 
A(0) &, k @,, k ol, A’. Linear independence of automorphisms then shows 
that A Brn A’ e &cacd Fr”(A) Ok A’, where q = pd. More generally, 
Hom,(A, A’) has weight decomposition for weights h(A’) - p”h(A), 0 < a < d 
and /\(.A) and X(A’) range over the weights for A and A’, respectively. The 
multiplicity of h(A’) - p”;\(A) is the product of the multiplicities of X(A) 
and h(N). A similar statement holds for A &A’. When we deal with oL 
and Horn,, we simply take a = 0. The situation with symmetric and exterior 
power over k is similar. However, we have to be more careful with symmetric 
and exterior power over [F, . A calculation of dimension over 1F, shows that 
these are only 5,G-modules. Weight spaces for these modules will be understood 
after we apply go k to these modules. Of course, the weight 0 space represents 
the fixed points of T and is well defined without applying @,, k. Moreover, 
we note that Hi(G, M @,, k) is isomorphic to Hi(G, M) a0 k for any IF,G- 
module M. This is just the universal coefficient theorem. 
In the calculation of cohomology groups we will deal exclusively with 
normalized nonhomogeneous cochains. 3 and 23 will denote the relevant 
groups of cocycles and coboundaries. The coefficient module will always be 
vector spaces over IF,. The center of G = GL(n; q) is of order prime to p. 
Since G acts trivially on its cohomology and u E G operates on cochains f by 
the formula (G-~)(C) = a(f(a-l(c))), u-r(c) = u-rcu., it is immediate that the 
coefficient module for G can be replaced by its fixed points under the action 
of the center. This is just the classical theorem of Maschke where one averages 
over the center. Often, this process yields vanishing results on cohomology. 
In dealing with H1, we observe that sl(G, -) is a left exact functor. As a 
result, (a E G ) f(u) = 0} is a subgroup of G for any f~ sl(G, M). Moreover, 
pf - f E !Bl(G, M) for p E G and f E sl(G, M). 
The following lemma is basic in our estimate. It is a variation of the estimates 
used by Cline, Parshall, and Scott [6], which in turn is a variation of the procedure 
used by Hertzig [9]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be any finite group. Let m be a positive integer. Assume 
the following three conditions. 
(a) T is a subgroup of G of order coprime to m and T normalizes a subgroup 
U, of G, 
(b) Ul is a subgroup of G such that the conjugates of Ul with respect to a 
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subset W of the normalizer N of T (in G) generate a subgroup S of index coprime 
to m, 
(c) V is a G-module with ml/ = 0 and VG = VT. 
Then H1(G, V) is isomorphic to a subgroup of ijj’(U, , V)T. 
Proof. By (a), (c), and averaging over T, we get H1(G, V) = p(G, V)’ = 
3l(G, V)T/!B1(G, V)T. We clearly have the exact sequence: 0 + VG + VT --f 
%V(G, V) - 0. Conditions (a) and (c) now imply d’(G, V)’ = 0. The usual 
restriction and corestriction argument shows that HI(G, V) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Ip(S, V). As a consequence, if fs sl(G, V)T vanishes on S, 
then it must lie in !8l(G, V)T = 0. This remark together with (b) show that 
the restriction homomorphisms yield an injective map from 3l(G, V)r to the 
group lJIWEW~i(w-rU1w, V)‘. Since W normalizes T and f is T invariant, 
the same is true for wf, w E W. Thus wf - f E Bi(G, V)r = 0 and f is W 
invariant. The action of W commutes with restriction. As a result, the injective 
homomorphism from 31(G, V)’ to nzooW 31(w-1Ulw, V)T is already injective 
on any component of the direct product. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The restriction VG = VT is not very pleasant. The notation of 
the lemma is arranged to remind us of the situation at hand. In the work of 
Cline, Parshall, and Scott [6], the variation does not require VG = VT. In 
particular, V can be the adjoint representation.’ On the other hand, there are 
situations where VG = VT holds and V is not among the irreducible representa- 
tions considered by them. In fact, many of the modules to be considered have 
the form Homz(A, A’) rather than Hom,(A, A’). It is apparent that the 
preceding lemma yields no information when T = 1; in particular, it is useless 
when q = 2. It should also be noted that the lemma does provide information 
when q = 3 while the work of Cline, Parshall, and Scott assumed q > 3. 
Most of the results in [12] can be attacked in a simple manner when p > 2 
through the preceding lemma. The following lemma is extracted from [6]. 
It will be used to obtain upper bounds for 31(U,, V)T. For a crude estimate, 
we use the left exactness of the functor 3'( U, , -)‘. V can be replaced by the 
direct sum of its composition factors with respect to KTU, . For the case at 
hand, the action of U, is replaced by the trivial action so that V is viewed as a 
kT-module. In particular, V is just the direct sum of the weight spaces. When 
the action of TU, on V is known, the crude estimate can be made more precise. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let k = F, , q = pd. Let T be any group. Let U, , U, be kT- 
modules of dimension 1 over k corresponding to weights OL, /3 E Homz(T, kx). 
Let km , ke be the subjeld of k generated by a(T) and ,6(T) over the prime$eld F, . 
Let S(LY, 8) be the dimension over k of HomzT(U, , U,) g 3l( U, , Ue)T, where 
U, acts trivially on U, . Then S(a, /3) is nonzero ;f and only if p% = p for some 
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0 < m < d. When ~(cx, ,6) is nonzero, k, = k, and a((~, /3) is the field degree of k 
over k, . 
Proof. As ZT-module, U, is isomorphic to a direct sum of [k : k,] copies 
of k, . Thus, Homz,( lJ, , U,) is nonzero if and only if k, and ke are isomorphic 
(automatically absolutely irreducible) IF,T-modules. This latter condition is 
equivalent to ker ol = ker ,J!? plus the condition that suitable generators of the 
cyclic groups im (Y and im /3 are conjugate in k over [F, . The Galois group 
of k over 5, is cyclic of order d with the Frobenius automorphism as generator. 
The conditions translate to p% = /3 as weights for some 0 < m < d. The 
rest follows from Schur’s lemma and dimension counting. Q.E.D. 
The following technical lemma supplements Lemma 3.1 and reduces the 
calculation of Hl to prime fields in certain cases. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let k = IF,, q = pd. Let V be a KG-modulefor thejinitegroup G. 
Let T be a subgroup of order prime to p so that T and a subgroup G, generate a 
subgroup S of index prime to p. Let No be a subgroup of G, normalizing T. Assume 
the following conditions: 
(a) As a kT-module, V = JJ V,, , h E Homz(T, kx), where V,, is the 
weight space for X. rrA is the projection from V to V, and V$ is the subspace of 
N,-invariants on &,w(VJ, where w ranges over N, . 
(b) For each X # 0, there exist u E G, , t E T, and p in the N,, orbit of h 
such that: 
(b,) ut = tu, 
04 du - l>(t - 1): V;, 4 VU is injective. 
Then, res: HI(G, V) -+ HI(G,, , V) is injective. 
Proof. Let f E~‘(G, V). It is enough to show that if f is zero on G0 , then 
f is zero on T. T is assumed to have order prime to p. Thus, resr f E S1( T, V) 
and we can find x E V so thatf(t) = tx - x holds for all t in T. If we decompose 
x according to weights, then we may assume w,-,(x) = 0. With this normalization, 
x is uniquely determined by f. We will show that x = 0. Let s E G, . The 
assumption that f vanishes on G, leads to f(sts-1) = s(f (t)). If s E N,, and t 
ranges over T, then sx = x. Collecting all the components of x in the same 
N,,-orbit of nonzero weights and taking s to be u, we deduce from (b) that 
x = 0. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to tackle the various loose ends. The starting point is 
Proposition 2.1. Unless noted, q = 2d > 2. 
Following the notations of the discussions preceding Proposition 2.1, we see 
that (13,) and Proposition 2.2 require us to calculate dim, HI(G, Homr(A, Y)) 
with G = GL,(W) = GL(n; q), A = Sq(W) or Ak2( W) and Y = W or W*. 
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In all four cases, A acts trivially on Y. The weights on A are, respectively, 
2hi and & + X, , where 1 < i, j < n with i < j in the second case. The weights 
on Y are, respectively, X$ and ---Xi , 1 < i < n. If C denotes one of the four 
coefficient modules, then CT = 0 holds with n > 1 and (A, Y) is not (Sq( W), W) 
or (Sq(W), W*) when q = 4. We now examine the various cases separately. 
Suppose C = Homr(Sq(W), W). By averaging over the center of G, we may 
assume C = Homk( W, W). For this reason, q can be arbitrary and Sq(W) 
can be R*(W) for any i. We may as well work in this generality. There are two 
cases: ‘(We set oli = hf - h,, , 1 < i < n.) 
Assume p f 7t. Hom,( W, W) E Hom,O( W, W) u IF, . HomkO( W, W) is an 
absolutely irreducible kSL(n; q) -module corresponding to the highest weight 
or, + %-1 * According to Cline, Parshall, and Scott [6& H1(SL(n; q), 
Hom,O( V, I’)) = 0 for q > 3 and (n, q) # (2,5). In the exceptional case, 
it is [F5 . This exceptional case was miscalculated in [12]. Corrections can be 
found in a later section. The vanishing assertion is valid also for q < 3. The 
proof can be found in [12]. Using the fact that SL(n; q) is the commutator 
subgroup of GL(n; q) when (n, q) # (2,2) and that SL(n; q) has index prime 
to p, we conclude that Hl(GL(n; q), Hom,(W, W)) = 0 when p { 12 and 
(n, q) # (2,5). A c u t all y, it is also 0 when (n, q) = (2, 5); see Proposition 4.1 
later. 
Assume p 1 n. We have exact sequences of KG-modules: 
(1) 0 -+ Hom,O(W, W) -+ Hom,( W, W) 5 IF p --t 0, 
(2) 0 -+ IF, --t Hom,O(W, W) - Hom,O(W, W)/ff, + 0. 
(1) does not split as kSL(n; q)- modules while (2) splits only when (n, q) 
The long cohomology sequences yield the following exact sequences: 
0 + lF, + ZP(G, Hom,O( W, W)) 
--t W(G, Hom#K W)) - *(G, IF,) = How(G, IF,), 
0 -+ W(G, Hom,O( W, W)) -+ H1(G, Homko(W, w)F,), 
@,a. 
(3) 
(4) 
Hom,O(W, W)/lF, is now an absolutely irreducible kSL(n; q)-module corre- 
sponding to the highest weight a1 + c++i . According to Cline, Parshall, and 
Scott (6J HI(SL(n; q), H omko(W, W)/IF,J z IF, when q > 3. In fact, the dual 
of (2) may be viewed as a generator. (3), (4) together with H1(G, IF,) = 0 when 
(n, q) # (2,2) now imply HI(G, Hom,( W, W)) = 0 when q > 3, p ] n. Indeed, 
we actually have fl(SL(n; q), Hom,(W, W)) = 0 when q > 3, p [ n. When 
q Q 3, p 1 n, both vanishing results were verified in [12]. We take time out 
to summarize: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G = GL,(W) = GL(n; q) and S = SL(n; q). Then 
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Ip(G, Homz(Fri(W), I+‘)) s HI(G, Hom,(W, I&‘)) = 0. Similarly, WS, 
Hom,(I&‘, W)) = 0 except when (n, q) = (2, 3), (2, 5); in these exceptional 
cases, it is iFq . 
Suppose C = Homz(Sq(I%‘), W*). By averaging over the center of G, C can 
be replaced by 0 when 4 > 4 and by Hom,(Sg(W), W*) when 4 = 4. Thus, 
we assume Q = 4 and C = Hom,JSa(l%‘), W*). Let G,, = GL(n; 2). As 
IFaG,-module, Hom,(Sp( W), W*) is isomorphic to a direct sum of four copies 
of Hom,,(Sp(W,), II’,*) g Hom,(W, , wO*), where II’, is the natural .repre- 
sentation space of G,, . From [12], HI(G,, , Hom,(I+‘O, W,*)) = 0 when 7~ > 4. 
We will now apply Lemma 3.3. The Weyl group N, of G is realized in G,, . 
G is generated by G, and T. The nonzero weights on Hom,(Sq(IJ’), W*) are 
424 + A,), h w ere 1 < i f j < n. Each such weight space has dimension 1. 
Clearly N,, is transitive on these weight spaces. If n > 2, then we can take 
t E T so that only the (1, 1) entry of t is distinct from 1 and let u = 1 + eaa .
It is easy to see that Lemma 3.3(b) is satisfied. Consequently, IP(G, 
Hom&(W), w*>) = 0 p rovided that n > 4 when q = 4. 
Suppose C = Homz(Ak2(W), W). A vera g e over the center of G allows us 
to take C to be Hom&t3(W), Sq(W)). CT = 0 in any event. Lemma 3.1 shows 
that H1(G, C) is bounded by 3*( U, , C)=, 01 = A1 - h, . Lemma 3.2 shows 
that we may assume n = 2. When n = 2, G is the direct product of its center 
with S = SL(n; q). The argument preceding Proposition 3.4 showed that 
W(SL(2; Q), &(W)) g IF, , q > 2. In fact, &(I&‘) is isomorphic to Hom,O(W, 
W)jIF, as kSL(2; q) -modules. Thus, dim, Hl(G, Hom&llc2(W), W)) < 1 when 
n>l,q=2d>2. 
Suppose C = Homz(fl,2(W), I#‘*). A vera e g over the center of G allows 
us to take C to be 0 when p > 4 and to be Hom&lk2( W), W*) when 4 = 4. 
CT = 0 in any event. We therefore take 4 = 4 and C = Hom&lk2(W), W*). 
As kSL(n; q)-modules, C is now isomorphic to Horn,@‘, (1g-2(W)). The argu- 
ment for Homz(Sq(W), W*) can now be imitated to yield HI(G, Hom&lk2(‘CY>, 
W*))) = 0 provided that n > 5 when q = 4. 
Combining these results with Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 1.2 yields: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let q = 2d and n > 1 such that n > 6 when q = 2 or 4. 
Then Hs(.Q(2n, +; q), V) r FQ g HZ(Sp(2n; q), V), where V is the natural 
representation space of dimension 2n over k = FQ . A generator is represented 
by an exact sequence occurring in the automorphism group of suitable extra-special 
extension. It also corresponds to the CharlapVasquez characteristic class. 
Remark. What we have shown is that the restriction to suitable maxima1 
parabolic is an isomorphism. In addition, the restriction to rational points 
on the group of rational points also happens to be an isomorphism. When 
q = 2, these phenomena then combine with [12] to yield the identification 
with the Charlap-Vasquez characteristic class. The restriction n > 6 when 
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q = 4 is a peculiarity of our proof. An examination of the proof shows that 
it arose from the analysis of H2(P, W*). This can be avoided if we analyze 
H2(P, V) directly by spectral sequence. Namely, we may keep track of the 
Bockstein homomorphism as done in 1121. This becomes rather tedious when 
q > 2. The case of Q(2n, +; q) was obtained first by McLaughlin in this 
manner. We reformulated his proof in the present form in order to treat 
Sp(2n; q) and S2(2n + 2, -; q). It should be noted that both of these cases 
require the use of the result of Charlap and Vasquez while the case of S2(2n, +; q) 
does not require such an application. In this respect, the case q > 2 in Theorems 
3.5 and 3.6 below owe their existence to McLaughlin’s first proof for the case 
of S2(2n, + ; q) (McLaughlin’s proof is unpublished). 
We will now consider the case of s2(2n + 2, -; q). The maximal parabolic 
P is GiX,X, with Gi = G&(W) = GL(n; q), Xi E WI , and Xa s (W, ok WI)+. 
The actions and notations are described in the beginning of Section 2. The 
starting point is now (20-) of Section 2. In particular, n > 1 satisfies 12 > 5 
for q = 2 and n 3 4 for q = 4. The loose ends occur in (21-) and (22-) for 
q > 2. 
In (21~), Yi is WI or W,*. By averaging over the center of Gi as in the 
discussions surrounding Proposition 3.4, the coefficient modules can be taken 
to be Hom,( W, , WI) and, respectively, Hom,(Sq( WI), WI*) with q = 4. 
As before, H1(G, , Homz(W, , YJ) = 0 provided that n > 4 when q = 4. 
As for ker dz , Proposition 0.4 shows that it is 0 when Yr = WI . I f  Y, = WI*, 
then fl(X, , WI*) is isomorphic to S,2( WI*) @,, WI* as an lF,G,-module, 
where the subscript 0 denotes functorial constructions over IF2 . Gi is generated 
by G, = CL@; 2) and the maximal torus 7’i of all diagonal matrices. 
fVG1, fJ-‘V, 1 K*)> is therefore equal to the G,, invariants on the weight 
space for the weight 0. The weights are of the form -(A, + 2”& + 2bh,), 
O<a,b<d,l <i,r,s<n.TogetweightO,wemusthaved=2,i=r =s, 
a = b = 0. It is now immediate that G,, has no nonzero invariants on the 
weight space for weight 0 when la > 1. Putting all these together, we have 
ZF(G,X, , Yi) = 0 for n > 1, q > 2 provided that n > 4 when q = 4. 
In (22~), we have four terms for each of the cases Y, = WI or WI*. Half 
of them involve HI(G, , Homz(D, Yi)) with D ranging over WI and Ak2(W,). 
These correspond to the four cases considered in the discussions surrounding 
Proposition 3.4. We are therefore left with the analysis of H”(G, , Homz(Wi , 
Horn@, Yd)). 
Suppose D = W, . The weights on Homz(W, , Homz(D, Yi)) are of the 
form+p-(2aXj+2bh,),0<a,b<d, 1 <i,j,r<n,whereq=lor-1 
according to Yi is WI or WI*. The weight 0 corresponds to i = j = r with 
a=b=d-1 whenq=l anda=b=O,d=2whenv=-1. When 
n > 1, Go has no nonzero invariants on the weight space for the weight 0. 
Suppose D = Ak2(WI). The weights on Homz(W, , Homz(D, Y1)) are of 
the form 72Qi - (2bhj + (h, + XJ), 0 < a, b < d, 1 < i, j, Y, s < it, Y < s 
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and 7 = 1 or -1 according to Yr is W, or W, *. The weight 0 corresponds 
to d = 2, (i,j) = (r, s) or (s, Y), b = 1 and a = 0 or 1 according to 7 = 1 
or -1. Thus 4 = 4 and the Gr invariants are equal to Hom,,,(Sq( W,), 
Hom&h2(Wl), Wl)> or to HomkGl(MWl), Hm&L2(Wl), WWl*)>) accord- 
ing to 77 = 1 or -1. If we replace Gr by G,, , then all the modules are direct 
sums of copies of similar modules formed by the rational points over 5s . 
Thus, the Gr-invariants are isomorphic to subspaces of HomoO(Sq(WI(0)), 
HomoVo2( W,(O)), WG))) O. k or HomG,,Pd K(O)), Homo(4Y K(O)), 
WI*(O))) @s K, according to 7 = 1 or - 1. Over IF, , we can ignore Sq. The 
latter spaces are isomorphic to Homo0(~s2(W,(0)), W,*(O) @s W,(O)) @s K and 
Hom#02( W,(O)), W, *lo) O. W, *W O. k respectively. The G,, composition 
structure of W,*(O) @,, W,(O) and W,*(O) @,, W,*(O) are known. When n > 2, 
they do not contain Gs-irreducible modules isomorphic to A,,“(W,(O)). When 
n = 2, Ak2(W1) g det as KG,-module of dimension 1 over K. We get nonzero 
Gr-invariants of dimension 1 over k only when 7 = -1. Putting all these 
together, we have: dim, H1(G,XI , H1(X2 , Yr)) is at most 1 or 0 according 
to Y is W, or WI*, where n > 1 and q > 2 with n > 5 when q = 4. 
The loose ends in (21L) and (22-) are now tied. Combining these with (23-j 
yields the upper bound: dim, H2(P, V) < 1 for II > 1, q > 2 with 11 > 5 
when q = 4. Putting this together with Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 2.3 yield: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let q = 2d and n > 1 such that n > 6 when q = 2 or 4. 
Then IP(Q(2n + 2, - ; q), V) g FQ , where V is the natural representation 
space of dimension 2n + 2 over k = ffq . A generator is represented by an exact 
sequence in the automorphism group of suitable extra-special extension. It also 
corresponds to the CharlapVasquex characteristic class. 
4. UNRAMIFIED CONGRUENCE EXACT SEQUENCE 
At the end of Section 0, we left unsettled the calculation of H2(G&(V), 
Homk(V, V)). With the exception of a few cases, this group was shown to be 
nonzero by means of the unramified congruence exact sequence (8) of Section 0. 
Using the isomorphism GL/SL e kx, IP(GL,(V), Horn&( V, V)) is simply the 
GL,(V) invariants of Hz(SL,(V), Hom,(V, V)). The difference between these 
cohomology groups is slight. We could have worked with SL(l + 1,D) in 
place of GL(1 + 1,X)). Th is would have led to the exact sequence: 
O-+Hom,O(V, V)+SL(l+ l,D)/d-tSL(l+ l;q)-+ 1, (1) 
where 0 is the ring of local integers at the prime ?, with residue class field 
Do/!@ = k = FQ , and the superscript 0 denotes trace 0. The sequence (1) 
is more “natural” if we wish to examine the situation of the ring of global 
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integers. In essence, this bypasses the question of the structure of the units 
in the global ring. In general, we have the GLb( V) = GL(2 + 1; 4) exact 
sequence : 
0 -+ Hom,O( V, V) -+ Hom,( Z’, V) z lF a --f 0 (2) 
This sequence splits if and only if p does not divide I + I. The splitting assertion 
is equally valid for SL(Z + 1; 4). Before going on further, we shall take care 
of the cases where 1 = 1. We set Q = pd. When d = 1, this calculation was 
carried out in our earlier work [12]. In fact, we asserted that our calculation 
extended to Ht. Unfortunately, we blundered badly in the application of 
periodicity. The assertions in [12, Proposition 11.3, p. 2841 are way off when 
t > 2 and is also off when t = 1, p = 5. The latter propagated into [12, 
Theorem 111.8, p. 2981. Except for this latter case, the results in [12] did not 
use the erroneously listed values for Ht, t > 2, of [12, Proposition 11.3, p. 2841. 
We now assume 2 = 1. If Q = 2, then V is a free module for the 2-Sylow 
subgroup of SL(2; 2) = GL(2; 2). Thus, Hi(SL(2; 2), Hom,(V, V)) = 0 for 
i > 0 and Hi(SL(2; 2), Hom,O(V, V)) = 5, for i > 0. We will therefore 
assume Q = pa > 2. Inside GL(2; 4) and SL(2; CJ), we can find a subgroup P 
of index prime to p so that we have a split exact sequence: 
O-tG(+)-+P-tG(x)dl. (3) 
Here G(+) is the additive group of 5* and G( X) is the multiplicative group 
of 5, . The element Q in G( X) acts on t in G(+) according to multiplication 
by a (in case of GL(2; 4)) or by 8 (in case of SL(2; 4)). The normalizer of a 
p-Sylow subgroup of GL(2; 4) can be taken to be the direct product of P with 
the center of GL(2; 4). In the case of 5X(2; q), P is the normalizer of a p-Sylow 
subgroup. In either case, distinct p-Sylow subgroups have only the identity 
element in common. The stability theorem in [3] shows that the calculation 
of Hi, i > 0, for coefficient modules of order a power of p can be reduced 
exactly to P as long as the center acts trivially. For modules in (2), we may 
therefore work with P. At this point, it will be convenient to follow Quillen’s 
calculation [lo, Sect. 111. If D denotes an 5,P-module, then H*(P, D) = 
H*(G(+), D)G(X). Quillen dealt with the situation where D = 5, . When D is 
one of the coefficient modules from (2), we may obtain estimates by using 
composition factors. Thus the general case is the analysis of H*( U, , UB)G(X), 
where U, , U, are isomorphic to G(+) with t E G(X) acting via multiplication 
by a(t) and p(t), and 01, /3 E Homr(G( x), kx). We let h: G(X) -+ kx be the 
fundamental weight corresponding to the identity map. Recall that we have 
used the additive notation for Homz(G( x), kx). In order to keep track of the 
action of G(x), the Poincare series defined by Quillen is a formal power series 
in z with coefficient lying in the Grothendieck ring of representations of G(X). 
With the choice of the fundamental weight X, the representation ring is just 
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the ring Z[y]/(y”-l - l), where y = eA. This ring is the group ring of a cyclic 
group of order 4 - 1 with generator y = e A. The notation is multiplicative 
so that the weight mh corresponds to y m. The Poincare series therefore lies in 
Z[y]/(y*-1 - l))[[z]] and we can identify this ring with Z’[[z]][y]/(y*-i - 1). 
According to Quillen [lo, Lemma 15, p. 5801, the Poincare series of H*(U,,,, , E,) 
is given by 
P.S. (H*(U,, , IF .)) = Jj (1 + y-m&)/( 1 - y-mez2). (4) 
O<b<d 
By universal coefficient theorem, the Poincare series of H*(U,,,,,), where 
Unlh acts trivially on U,, is given by 
P.S. W*( Unum N = P.S. W*(Um, , 5,)) * (zosa<d~‘% (5) 
The Poincare series of the G(X) invariants is then the constant term when 
these series are viewed as polynomials in yj, 0 < j < q - 2, with coefficients 
in Z[[z]]. The coefficients of the powers of z then give the dimension over IF, 
of the corresponding cohomology groups. 
In the exact sequence (2), we may select the k-basis e,, , -e,, + e2a , --ear 
for Hom,a(V, V). As such, the element t E G(+) corresponds to 1 + tet2 
in SL(2; Q) and has the matrix 
1 2t ta 
i 1 
01 t. 
00 1 
The three composition factors correspond to weights h, 0, --h for GL(2; q) 
and U, 0, -2/\ for SL(2; Q). The action of G(X) on G(+) turns G(+) into U,, 
for GL(2; 4) and U,, for SL(2; 4). Our interest lies with Hz and 4 > 2. However, 
the Poincare series is especially simple when d = 1: 
For d = 1, the Poincare series of H*( lJ,, , U,,) 
is y” + yn-%( 1 + x)( 1 - z2(8-1))-1 (Z0~~~~-2y-“iz2i), (6) 
whereO<m,n,(p-2. 
The cohomology with trivial coefficient IF, for GL(2; IF,) and SL(2; IF,) can 
now be read off. We note that (2) splits when p > 2. Moreover, Homka(V, I’) 
is free as G(+) g Z/pZ when p = 3. We may therefore assume ‘p > 3. Here, 
periodicity shows that Hi(G(+), Hom,O(V, V)) z [F, . To get the G(X) 
invariants, we must use Hzi(Unll , U,,,) and H2j+l(UmA , U-,J according to i 
is 2j or 2j + 1, where m is 1 or 2 according to the case of GL(2; p) or SL(2; 9). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let p > 2 be a prime. Let V be the natural representation 
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space of GL(2; p). Let A be IF 9 OY Hom,O( V, V) as &z the sp2it exact se-e (2) 
for GL(2; F,). Ht(GL(2; p), A) and Ht(SL(2; p), A) are periodic for t > 0 
with periods 2(p - 1) and (p - l), respectively. The groups are either 0 or IF, . 
The nonzero values occur for A = IF, with t = 0, -1 andfor A = Hom,O(V, V), 
p > 3, with t = 2 or -3 (t is repeated via periodicity). 
Remark. As mentioned before, Proposition 4.1 corrects [12, Proposition 11.3, 
p. 2841. Except for the case of Ip(SL(2; 5), Hom,(V, V)) = IF,, the incorrectly 
calculated values of [12, Proposition 11.3, p. 2841 were not used. 
We now go on to arbitrary q > 2, 1 = 1, and coefficients restricted to those 
in (2). It is easy to see that: 
The coefficient of z2 in (5) is (.Z~m(@+P”) + Zy-‘@)(Zjnpc), 
where summations extend over 0 < a, b, c < d with a < b. (7) 
Proposition 4.1 already took care of d = 1. We therefore assume d > 1. We 
divide the calculation according to p = 2 or p > 2. 
Letp=2.Wecantakem=1and1etnrangeover1,0,-1.1fq=2*>4, 
then2d-l >2a+2b-n>22a-n>Oholdsforn=0, -1 withO<a, 
b < d and either a or b is less than d - 1. Consequently 2d - 1 is not a divisor 
of these positive integers. If a = b = 2d-1, then it is obvious that we do not 
have divisibility. If n = 1, then 2d - 1 > 2” + 2b - n > 0 still holds for 
0 < a, b < d. As a consequence, we get an upper bound of IF,, for H2(SL(2; q), 
Hom*e(V, V)) with q = 2d > 4. When q = 4, we calculate directly by using 
the exact sequence of kSL(2; q)-modules: 
0 -+ IF, -+ Hom,O(V, V) -+ Sq(V) -+ 0. (8) 
Here we use the fact that Hom,O(V, V) is isomorphic to (V ol, V)+ as 
kSL(2; q)-modules. According to a result of McLaughlin, F(SL(2; 4), Sq(V)) s 
H2(SL(2; 4), V) = 0. S ince W(SL(2; 4), IF,) = 0, Hz(SL(2; 4), F,) s F*, we 
have P(SL(2; q), H omks( V, V)) e IF, for q = 4. Proposition 0.4 and the 
upper bound of lF, together show that Hz(SL(2; q), Hom,O( V, V)) s IF, for all 
q = 2d > 2. 
Let p > 2. We take m = 2 and let n range over 2,0, -2. With the exception 
of q = 27, we get the upper bound of ff, . When q = 27, the value n = -2 
yields H2(U2,+ , U-2A)G(X) s IF,. We examine l the two-dimensional factor 
module corresponding to n = 0 and -2. Call this module 1M. Since 
ffTf-721 9 Uo)G(x) = 0, H2( U,, , M)G’X) is isomorphic to a k-subspace of 
H2( u,, , U-2JG(X’ s iF2, . It is enough to show that a generator of the latter 
does not come from H2( U,,, , M) G(x). Since G(X) has order prime to p, we 
know that every G( X) invariant cohomology class is represented by a G( X) 
invariant cocycle. A generator of H*( U,, , U-,JG(X) is represented by the 2- 
cocycle f with f(s, t) = s?. f  is the cup-product of cohomology classes in 
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$P(Ua,, , U-s,+) and is G(X) invariant. f can be covered by a G(X) invariant 
2-cocycle in 3z( U,, , M) if and only if we can find g: U,, x U,, ---f U, such 
that g is G(X) invariant and satisfies: 
g(4 t) - g(’ + s, t> + g(r, .f + q - g(r, s) + m3tg = 0 
for all r, s, t in U,, = IF,, . We note that U,, is the additive group while the 
cocycle f uses the multiplicative structure. The equation means that the 
3-cocycle h E 3”( U,, , U,) with h(r, s, t) = rsV’ is a coboundary. However, h is 
the cup-product of three lFa-independent element of H1( U,, , U,) so that h is not 
a coboundary. Thus, the upper bound of IFS for P(SL(2; p), Hom,O(V, V)) 
is valid in all cases. We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let q = pa and let V be the space of column vectors of 
length 2. H2(SL(2; q), Hom,O( V, V)) s F, when q # 3. It is 0 when q = 3. 
When q > 3, a nontrivial element is represented by (8) of Section 0. 
We need two more results before we go on to the general case. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let tt 3 1, q = pd. Then H2(SL(n; q), IF,) is 0 except 
when (n, q) is (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), (2,9), (3,2), (3,4), ad(4,2). It is [F2 LI IF2 when 
(n, q) = (3,4) and it is IF, in the remaining exceptions. H2(GL(n; q), IF,) = 
P(SL(n; q), (FJGL(~:*) is 0 except when (n; q) = (2, 2), (2,4), (3,2) and (4, 2). 
It is IF, in these cases. 
Proof. The assertion on H2(SL(n; q), 5,) can be read off from the known 
structure of the Schur multiplier Ha(PSL(n; q), O/Z); see [7, p. 601. For the 
case of GL(n; q), we only have to show that GL(n; q) acts nontrivially in the 
cases (n, q) = (2,3), (2,9), and (3,4). When n = 2, this reduces to a Bore1 
subgroup and we get the desired assertion easily when q = 3 or 9. In the caes 
of (3,4), we look at a maximal parabolic subgroup P. A spectral sequence 
analysis shows that H2(P, lFe) has order 2. Thus the desired assertion follows. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let V be the vector space of column vectors of length n 
over the $nite field k = ff,, , q = pd. Then Ha(SL(n; q), V) = 0 except when 
(n, q) = (2,29, d > 2; (3, 21; (3, 3d), d > 1; (3, 5); (4,2); and (5, 2). In the 
exceptional cases, it is IF, . 
Sketch of Proof. When q > 2, the assertion is due to McLaughlin in a 
private communication. When q = 2 and n > 6, a proof can be found in [12]; 
according to McLaughlin, this was also found by Dempwolff independently 
in works to appear. When q = 2, n = 3, 4 and 5 [12] provided crude upper 
bounds of IF2 JJ 5, . Employing a different idea we will give the precise result 
later. The case q = 2 and n = 5 requires a result of Thompson see [8] which 
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showed that a nontrivial element of Hz(SL(5; 2) V) appeared in the group 
E,(C). The case (n, n) = (3,5) corrects a mistake in [12, Theorem III.8 
p. 2981. The error occurred on p. 299 and was similar to the earlier mistake 
in the calculation of fl(SL(2; 5) Hom,(V V)). McLaughlin’s result can be 
verified in a manner similar to our earlier work [12] with supplementary 
arguments similar to those presented in the preceding section. Namely, we can 
select a maximal parabolic subgroup P of the type described and use Hz(P, V) 
as an upper bound for H2(SL(n; q), V). H2(P, V) can be analyzed via spectral 
sequence and weight analysis. The bound is 0 except in the cases mentioned. 
In the exceptional cases, the bound is FQ . In these exceptional cases, McLaughlin 
produced explicitly nontrivial cohomology classes on the Bore1 subgroup 
formed by upper triangular matrices and verified that they are stable. To 
verify stability, one takes advantage of the BN-structure of SL(n; q). In essence, 
one only need to check stability with respect to the Weyl group generators. 
This last procedure is due to Glauberman. 
We now put together Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let q = pa and let V be the space of column vectors of 
length 2. Hz(SL(2; q), Hom,(V, V)) E F, fbr q > 2. Hz(GL(2; q), Hom,(V, V)) z 
Fg for q > 3 and,0 for q = 2 or 3. 
Proof. When p > 2, Horn,. V, V) G Hom,O(V, V) u IF, . We can read off 
the assertions from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. When p = 2, q > 4, the assertions 
follow from an application of Proposition 4.3 to the long cohomology sequence 
associated to the short exact sequence (2). When q = 2 or 4, we calculate 
directly. This is facilitated by the observation that Hom,(V, V) is a free module 
for each cyclic subgroup of order 2 and the calculation can be reduced to the 
normalizer of a 2-Sylow subgroup of SL(2; q). We omit further details. 
We will now begin to consider the general case. V will now denote the space 
of column vectors of length 1+ 1 > 3 over k = IF, , q = pa. The standard 
unit vectors will be taken as a basis for V over k. W will denote the hyperplane 
spanned by the first 1 unit vectors with a complementary line spanned by 
the last unit vector. P is the maximal parabolic subgroup of SL,(V) = 
SL(Z + 1; q) stabilizing W. We therefore have the split exact sequence of 
groups: 
O+X-+P+G-+l, (9) 
where G = GL,(W) = GL(1; q) and X is isomorphic to the KG-module 
WC& det with det denoting the one-dimensional KG-module corresponding 
to the determinant character of G. We also have the k.P exact sequence: 
O-+ W-t V+det-l-+0. (10) 
The exact sequence (10) splits as KG-modules. V can be identified as the set 
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of all pairs (w, a), w E W, a E k. If X is parametrized by W, then the action 
of X on V is given by 
w’(w, a) = (w + aw’, a), W’EX = W@,det. (11) 
X acts trivially on W and V/W and each nontrivial element of X has W as 
its set of fixed points on V. P has index prime top in GL(1 + 1; q). We therefore 
have: 
dim, Hi(GLk( V), A) < dim, Hi(SL,( V), A) < dim, Hi(P, A), 
i > 0 and A any kGL,( I/)-module. (12) 
The exact sequence (10) leads to the exact sequence of kP-modules: 
0 -+ Hom,( V, W) --+ Hom,( V, V) 
-+ Hom,( V, det-l) -+ 0. (13) 
The long cohomology sequence yields the exact sequence: 
0 -+ H1(P, Hom,(V, W)) -+ S(P, Hom,(V, V)) 
-+ Hl(P, Hom,( V, det-I)) -+ H2(P, Hom,( V, W)) 
-+ H2(P, Hom,U, V)) + H2(P, Hom,( V, de@)). (14) 
We now analyze (14) by using the spectral sequence associated with (9). For 
this, we need the cohomology groups of X with values in modules appearing 
in (13). As kP-modules, Hom,( V, W) is isomorphic to Horn,. V, det-l) Ok X, 
we therefore consider the cohomology of X with values in Hom,(V, det-I). 
(10) leads to the exact sequence of kP-modules: 
0 -+ k -+ Hom,( V, de+) -+ Horn,. W, de+) + 0. 
* 
(15) 
As kP-modules, Hom,( W, de+) is isomorphic to X*. We therefore have 
the long cohomology sequence: 
0 -+ X* + Hl(X, k) -+ H1(X, Hom,(V, det-l)) 
-+ fl(X, X*) -+ H2(X, k) -+ H2(X, Hom,( V, det-I)) 
-+ H2(X, X*) -+ H3(X, k) -+ *-.. (16) 
Similarly, we have the exact sequence of kP-modules: 
0 -+ Hom,(det-l, W) -+ Hom,(V, W) -+ Hom,(W, W) 
-j 0. (17) 
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As @-modules, Hom,(det-l, W) is isomorphic to X. This yields the long 
cohomology sequence: 
0 -+ Hom,( W, W) --+ F(X, X) --+ fP(X, Homk( V, W)) 
-+ W(X, Hom,( W, W)) -+ H*(X, X) 
-+ H*(X, Hom,( V, W)) -+ H*(X, Hom,( W, W)) 
--)r fqx, X) --+ ..*. (18) 
If Hom,( V, V) is identified with matrices, then the composition factors K g 
Hom,(det-1, det-l), X, X* and Homk(W, W) z Hom,(X, X) can be identified 
with minors according to the scheme: 
Hom,( V, V) t+ (Hom$T w, f). (1% 
The action of P is that of conjugation. These minors are stable with respect 
to G, but not necessarily stable with respect to XC P. 
Let A be de+ or W and let i = 1, 2. dim, Hi(P, Hom,(V, A)) is at 
most the sum of dim, Hi-m(G, Hm(X, Hom,(V, A))), 0 < m < i. We have 
HO(X, Hom,(V, A)) s Hom,(det-l, A) and: 
fP(G, k) = 0 
H*(G, A) = 0 
fP(G X) = 0 
W-(G, X) = 0 
when (1, q) # (2,2), 
when (6 q) # (2,2), (3,2), (4,2), (2,4), 
when (6 q) # (3,2), (2,4), 
when (6 q) f (3,2), (4,2) (5,2), (3,5). 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(20) follows from the fact that SL(Z; 4) is the commutator subgroup of GL(I; q) 
when (1, q) # (2,2). (21) f 11 o ows from Proposition 4.3. (22) follows from Sah 
[12] when d = 1 and f rom Cline, Parshall, and Scott [6] when d > 1. In either 
case, HI(G, X) is bounded by Z!Zi(SL(Z; q), W). The latter is 0 when (I, q) # (3, 2) 
or (2,2”), d > 1. With the exception of the cases named, we can use the action 
of the center of G to deduce the vanishing assertion. (23) follows from Proposi- 
tion 4.4 in a similar manner. 
We now calculate the G-invariants on Hi(X, Hom,(V, A)). For this we note 
that G is generated by SL(Z; q) and the maximal torus T formed by all diagonal 
matrices. Since T has order prime to p, taking T-invariants preserves exactness 
of (16) and (18). In addition, the Bockstein connecting homomorphism from 
p to H2 in (16) and (18) is quite simple. Namely, iffE HI(X, A) z Homx(X, A), 
then @fh Y) = -fbW f or x, y E X and A equal to X* or to Hom,(X, X) s 
Hom,(W, W). The checking is made easy by using the scheme (19). If Sf is 
cohomologous to 0, then it is necessarily alternating when p = 2 and symmetric 
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when p > 2. Since 8j is K-linear in y, it follows that Sf is K-bilinear when it is 
cohomologous to 0. Let D be equal to K or X according to A is X* or 
Hom,(X, X). Hs(X, D) is then isomorphic to S,2(X*) @,, D when p = 2 
and to (As2(X*) Ij X*) @a D when p > 2. It is now easy to see that the 
Bockstein kernel is isomorphic to Hom,(A,2(X), D) when p = 2 and to 
Hom,(S,2(X), D) whenp > 2. Whenp > 2, S,‘(X*) g Sk2(X)*. We therefore 
have the exact sequences: 
0 -+ u Fri(X*) -+ H’(X, Hom,(V, det-1)) 
O<i<d 
-+ D --t 0, D is Ak2(X*) z Ak2(X)* or Sk2(X*) 
according top = 2 or p > 2. 
(24) 
0 - ,y<, J+YX*) Ok X --+ WX, Han-4 K W)) 
-+ D @I, X, D is Ak2(X*) g Ak2(X)* or Sk2(X*) 
according top = 2 or p > 2. 
(25) 
In these exact sequences, Fr”(X*), 0 < i < d, and D are mutually nonisomorphic 
absolutely irreducible kSL(l; q)- modules. When p = 2 and 1 = 2, the scalar 
matrix J in GL(2; q) acts on Ak2(X*) according to multiplication by u-a. 
It follows that: 
HO(G, H1(X, Hom,(V, det-r)) = 0 if I > 1 and 
u, !z> f (2,2), (2,4), (26) 
fP(G, fP(X, Hom,( I’, W)) = 0 if I > 1. 
When q > 2, we can also calculate the T-invariants. This yields: 
(27) 
U”( T, F(X, Hom,( V, de+)) = 0 if I > 1 and q > 4, 
HO(T, W(X, Hom,( V, IV)) = 0 if 1 > 1, q > 2, and 
P-9 
(4 4) z (294)s (373). (29) 
Combining (20), (22), (26), and (27), we see that the first three terms of (14) 
are 0 when (I, q) # (2,2), (3,2), (2,4). We summarize: 
fP(GL(E + 1; q), Hom,(V, I’)) = F(P, Hom,(V, V)) = 0 
when I > 1 and (I, q) # (2,2), (3,2), (2,4), (30) 
0 -+ H2(P, Hom,( V, IV)) + H2(P, Hom,( V, V)) 
---f W(P, Hom,( V, det-l)) is exact when I > 1 
and (4 q) # (2,2), (3,2), (294) (31) 
With the named provisions, (30) is stronger than Proposition 3.4. 
We now calculate the G-invariants on H2(X, Hom,(V, de+)). We note 
first that G is generated by T and S(0) = SL(I; p). As an S(O)-module, X 
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is a direct sum of d copies of the absolutely irreducible S(O)-module W(O) 
of IF,-rational points of IV. As a consequence, He(X, K) and F(X, X*) are 
quotient modules of a direct sum of S(O)- modules formed out a tensor product 
over IF, of one, two, or three copies of W(O)*. We note further that W(O)* @e 
W(O)* Q, W(O)* z Hoq(W(O), W(O)* &, IV(O)*) and that W(O)* @,, W(O)* 
has known S(O)-composition factors. Nontrivial G-invariants on FF(X, 
Hom,( I’, det-l)) would force the existence of nontrivial S(O)-invariants on 
suitable S(O)-subquotients of H2(X, k) or H2(X, X*). The latter forces 1 to be 
2 or 3. With 1 = 2 or 3, we can calculate the T-invariants. It is then easy to 
see that nontrivial T-invariants can exist only when q = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. 
When q = 3 or 5, a further examination of the two Bockstein homomorphisms 
shows that the T-invariants do not appear in H2(X, Hom,( V, det-l)). When 
q = 8, we must have 1 = 3. An examination of the Bockstein homomorphisms 
again shows that the T-invariants do not appear in EF(X, Hom,(V, det-1)). 
We summarize: 
H”(G, H2(X, Hom,(V, det-l))) = 0 when 1 > 1 and 
(1, 4) += (2,2), (3,2), (2,4), (3941. (32) 
In view of (22) and (24), HI(G, H’(X, Hom,(V, det-l))) is bounded by 
W(G, 0) when (1, q) # (3,2), (X4). H ere D is &2(X*) or Sk2(X*) according 
to p = 2 or p > 2. If p = 2, p(G, D) is bounded by fP(SL(1; q), Akz(W)). 
Using the assumption that 1 > 1, we can deduce from Sah [12] for q = 2 
and Cline, Parshall, and Scott [6] for q > 4 that p(G, D) is 0 for 1 # 3 and 
(1, q) # (2,2), (4,2). When 1 = 3, the scalar matrix a1 in GL(3; q) acts on 
/lk2(X*) according to multiplication by u-~. Since p = 2, we have only the 
trivial fixed points on D when q = 2d > 2. Thus, H1(G, D) = 0 when p = 2 
and (1, 4) # (2,2), (3,2), (4,2). If p > 2, then SyX*) is a direct summand 
of Hom,(X, X*). As a module over S(0) = %(I; p), Hom,(X, X*) is iso- 
morphic to the direct sum of d copies of Hom#V(O), W(O)*). According to 
Sah [12], F(S(O), Hom,(W(O), W(O)*)) is 0 when (1, q) # (2,3), (2,5). We 
note again that the case (2, 5) was miscalculated in [12]. If (1, q) = (2, 3), 
Sk2(X*) is isomorphic to Slc2(W*) as GL(2; 3)-module. The latter is a free 
module for a 3-Sylow subgroup of GL(2,3) so that Hl(G, D) is 0. We have 
shown that Hl(G, D) = 0 for q = p > 2 when (1, q) # (2,5). According to 
Proposition 4.1, we get [F, when (1, q) = (2, 5). If p > 2 and d > 1, then 
we can use (28) and Lemma 3.1 to conclude that HI(G, D) is bounded by 
3’( u, ) D)T, 01 = A, - A, . According to Lemma 3.2, the latter is nonzero 
only when h, - X2 is equal to -p”(h, + Xj + 2&J,) as weights for suitable 
a, i, and j, where 0 < a < d and 1 < i, j, r < 1. It is easy to see that this 
does not happen when d > 1. We therefore have: 
fP(G, IP(X, Hom,(V, de+))) = 0 when I > 1 
and (1, q) # (Z21, (3,2), (4,% C&5). (33) 
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Combining (21), (32), and (33), we see that: 
H2(P, Hom,(v, det-I)) = 0 when I > 1 and 
satisfies the restrictions: 1 > 4, 3, or 2, 
respectively, when q = 2, 4 or 5. 
Combining (31) and (34), we see that: 
(34) 
H2(P, Hom,( V, V)) E H2(P, Hom,( v, W)) provided 
that (I, q) satisfies the restrictions of (34). (35) 
The analysis of F(P, Horn@‘, W)) is divided according to q = 2 or q > 2. 
These two cases differ rather dramatically. We first consider the case q = 2. 
The Bockstein connecting homomorphisms in (18) are surjective and we have 
the exact sequence: 
0 -+ Hz(X, Hom,( Y, W)) --f Sk2( W*) Ok Hom,( W, W), 
where q = 2. 
It is immediate that: 
(36) 
HO(G, fP(X, Hom,(I/; W))) = 0 when q = 2 and 1> 2. (37) 
Combining (23), (25), and (37), we see that: 
I ff2(P, HomdK WI < I WG, Homk(W A2W)))l 
when q = 2,l > 5. (38) 
According to Sah [12], when q = 2, I > 2, W(G, Hom,(W, Ad(W))) is IF, 
and a generator can be identified with the Charlap-Vasquez characteristic 
class. Combining this with (38) and Proposition 0.3, we have: 
If  q = 2 and I > 5, then lP(SL(Z + 1; q), Hom,( V, V)) E lF* 
and a generator corresponds to the Charlap-Vasquez 
characteristic class. (39) 
We now assume q > 2. Spectral sequence shows that dim, Hs(P, Hom,( F’, W)) 
is at most the sum of the dimensions over K of Ha(G, X), H1(G, s(X, 
Hom,( V, W))) and HO(G, H2(X, Hom,(V, W))). (23) takes care of H2(G, X). 
(25) shows that we need to calculate Hl(G, Hom,(X, D)), where D ranges 
over J+“(X), 0 < a < d, and Ati2(X) for p = 2, Sk2(X) for p > 2. We note 
that Sk2(X*) g SIc2(X)* when p > 2; the isomorphism is compatible with 
the action of G. There is no such isomorphism when p = 2. 
We consider Hl(G, Hom,(X,Fra(X))), 0 < a < d. It is easy to see that 
HO(T, Hom,(X,F+(X))) = 0 when E > 1 and (I, q) # (2,4). Lemma 3.1 shows 
that dim, Hr(G, Hom,(X, Fra(X))) is at most dim, sl( U, , Hom,(X, FT~(X)))~, 
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CY = X1 - & , Z > 1 and (I, n) # (2,4). The latter is 0 unless h, - X, is equal 
to $J(& + C,.&) - pc(h, + &&) as weights for suitable b, c, i, and j with 
0 < b, c < d, b # c, and 1 < i, j, r < 1. It is fairly easy to see that such an 
equality does not occur when 2 > 1 and (I, 4) # (2, 4). Combining this with 
Proposition 3.4 and the trivial case 1 = 1, we have: 
fP(G, Hom,(X,&‘ra(X))) = 0 when (4 q) # (2,4). w 
We next consider Hl(G, Hom,(X, D)), Q > 2 and D is flk2(X) or Sk2(X) 
according to p = 2 or p > 2. It is easy to see that H”(T, Hom,(X, D)) = 0 
when Z > 1 and (1, 4) # (3,3). Lemma 3.1 shows that dim, H1(G, Hom,(X, D)) 
is at most dim, 3l(U, , Hom,(X, D))T, a: = & - h, , Z > 1 and (I, a) f (3, 3). 
The latter is 0 unless X1 - AZ is equal to pa& + hi - h, + &&.) as weights 
for suitable a, i, j, and s with 0 < a < d, and 1 < i, j, I, s < I, where i # j 
for p = 2. When q = 3, a must be 0 and each X, coincides with -/\r as weights. 
It is now fairly easy to see that the coincidence of weights does not occur when 
(2, q) # (2,4), (3, 3) (3, 5), (5,3). We therefore have: 
H1(G, Hom,(X, D)) = 0 when q > 2, Z > 1 and 
(1, q) # (2,4), (3,3), (3,5), (5,3). D is &!YX) 
or SK2(X) according top = 2 orp > 2. (41) 
We note that the four exceptional cases are such that G = GL(I; q) is the direct 
product of SL(1; q) with the center and the center acts trivially on Hom,(X, D) 
is each of the cases. As a consequence, G and X can be replaced by SL(1; q) 
and W, respectively, in these four cases. Combining (23), (25), (40), and (41), 
we have: 
dim, H2(P, Hom,( V, W)) < dim, HO(G, H2(X, Hom,( V, W))), 
when q > 2, Z > 1 and (I, q) # (2,4), (3,3), (3, 5), (53). (42) 
We finally examine HO(G, H”(X, Hom,( V, W))) through the exact sequence 
(18). Its image clearly lies in HO(G, H2(X, Hom,(W, W))). This latter is 
isomorphic to Homro(Hom,(W, W), H2(X, IF,)). We again use the fact that 
G is generated by S(0) = SL(1; p) and T. As before, Hom,(W, W) is a direct 
sum of d copies of Hom,,(W(O), W(0)) as an S(O)-module and each of these 
has a known S(O)-composition structure. It is now easy to see that 
HomB(o,(Hom,(W, W), H2(X, IF,)) is 0 when q > 2 and Z > 2. It is also 
easy to see that Homr,(Hom,( W, W), H2(X, IF,)) = 0 when 1 = 2 and q > 4. 
It follows that HO(G, H2(X, Hom,(V, W)) is in the image of H2(X, X) in the 
exact sequence (18), where 1 > 1, q > 2 and (I, q) # (2, 3), (2,4). We recall 
that taking T-invariants preserve the exactness of (18). According to p = 2 
or p > 2, Ha(X, X) is isomorphic to Homr(X*, So2(X*)) or Homr(X*, 
noa u X*). When (1, q) # (2,4), the T-invariants is easily identified 
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with the T-invariants on Horn&Y *, X*). We note that for p = 2, X* can be 
identified with a subgroup of S,,2(X*) through the squaring homomorphism. 
An examination of (25) shows that these T-invariants meets image of Bockstein 
homomorphism at 0. Thus, the G-invariants on H2(X, Hom,(V, IV)) are 
covered by Horn&X*, X*) s [F, . It follows that: 
dim, Hs(G, H2(X, Hom,( V, IV))) = 1 when q > 2, 
1 > 1 and (2, q) # (2,3), (2,4). (43) 
If we first combine (35), (39), (42), (43), Propositions 0.4 and 4.5, then we 
use the fact that HI(SL(I + 1; q), IF,) = 0 when (I, q) # (1, 2) and (13) and 
combine it with an examination of the long cohomology sequence attached 
to the SL(2 + 1; q) exact sequence (2), we have verified the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.6. Let q = pd and let V be the vector space of column vectors 
of length I + 1 over IF@ . Assume 1 2 1 satisfies the restn’ctions: I > 5 when 
q = 2; I # 1, 2, 3, 5 w en q=3; and 1#2, 3 when q=4 or 5. Then h 
H2(SL(l + 1; q), H omks( V, V)) is isomorphic to H2(SL(Z + 1; q), Hom,( V, V)) g 
IF, . A generator is represented by the unram$ed congruence exact sequence (8) 
of Section 0. 
Remark. The exceptional cases where (I, q) is (1,3) and (2,4) arose because 
!F* is a direct summand of Hom,( I’, V) and H2(SL(I + 1; q), lF,J # 0 in these 
cases. The remaining exceptional cases for q = 3 arose in (41) and (43) while 
the exceptional cases for q = 5 arose in (34) and (41). Quite possibly, most 
of these are not exceptions to Theorem 4.6. On the other hand, the case (I, q) = 
(2, 2) is such that [F, is a direct summand of Hom,( V, V) and He(SL(3,2), 
Hom,s(V, V)) = 0 for i 3 0 (as will be shown in the following section). 
Thus, (2,2) is a definite exception to Theorem 4.6. We will not pursue the 
precise exceptions further. 
5. MORE ABOUT q = 2 AND [12] 
We will now consider Hi(SL(3; 2), Hom,O( V, I’)) and H2(SL(n; 2), V), 
n = 3, 4, and 5. Their calculations were not made in Propositions 0.3 and 4.4. 
They will now be carried out through the use of Frobenius reciprocity laws 
and Shapiro’s lemma. Our interests will be concerned with the auxiliary results 
leading to these calculations. These auxiliary results appear to suggest some 
connections with the higher characteristic classes vst of Charlap and Vasquez 
as well as with Steenrod squares. They also suggest a need to study the detailed 
composition structure of kGL(n; q)-modules of the form Skm(V). 
Let k be any field. Let P be a subgroup of the group G. For any kP-module M, 
we have the induced kG-module KG &. M and the coinduced KG-module 
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Hom,,(kG, M), where KG denotes the group algebra of G over k and is viewed 
as a two-sided KG-module. The induced module can be identified with the set 
of all maps f: G -+ M having the properties: 
f  has finite support mod P; f(yx) = x+(f( y)} for x E P, y E G; 
and z E G acts on f  by the rule: (z&(y) = f(z-ly), y  E G. (1) 
If  r: G/P + G is a section, then the function f  with properties (1) can be 
identified with C r(yP) @f(r(yP)) E KG QlcP M. A direct calculation shows 
that the identification is a KG-module isomorphism independent of the choice 
of Y. Frobenius reciprocity law reads: 
Hom,,(kG OkP M 4 s HomdM, A), where A is any kG-module. (2) 
The isomorphism in (2) carries f~ Hom,,(M, A) onto the element l(f) E 
Hom,,(kG olcP M, A) so that t(f)(y @ m) = y{f(m)}, y  E G and m E M. 
Shapiro’s lemma reads: 
WG, kG Ow M) zs K(P, M) for all i > 0. (3) 
The coinduced module can be identified with the set of all maps f: G -+ M 
having the properties: 
f(xy) = xf(y) for all x E P, y  E G; and z E G acts 
on f  by the rule: (zf)(y) = f(yz), y  E G. (4) 
The identification with Hom,,(kG, M) is now obvious. Frobenius reciprocity 
law reads: 
Horn&A, Hom,,(kG, M)) g Horn,&& M), where A is any kG-module. (5) 
The isomorphism in (5) carries f~ Hom,,(A, M) onto the element b(f) E 
Hoq&L Homkp(kG MN so that (~(f)(u))(y) = f(y(u)) for a E A and y  E G. 
Shapiro’s lemma reads: 
P(G, Hom,,(kG, M)) s W(P, M) for all i > 0. (6) 
Furthermore, we have: 
If  P has finite index, then Horn&KG, M) is 
isomorphic to kG Q.. M so that the map 
f: G --f M satisfying (4) is carried onto the 
map f#: G -+ M satisfying (l), where 
f+(y) = f(y-1) for all y  E G. (7) 
We are now ready to consider the SL(3; 2)-module Hom,O(V, V), where 
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k = IF,, G = SL(3; 2) and V is the natural representation space for G. 
Hom,O(V, V) is absolutely irreducible of dimension 8 over k. Let P be the 
normalizer of a 7-Sylow subgroup of G. P then has index 8 and is the non- 
cyclic group of order 21. As kP-module, HomB(V, V) is the direct sum of 
kP-submodules of dimensions 3, 3 and 2 over 12. Each of these is irreducible; 
the first two are faithful and the last is faithful for the factor group of order 3. 
Let Mz denote the last one and form M = KG & M, . Frobenius reciprocity 
laws then imply: 
Horn&M, Hom,O( V, V)) G Horn,&& , Hom,O( V, V)) 
- Homkp(M2, M,) c F4 . = (8) 
M has dimension 16 over k. It follows that M must be isomorphic to the direct 
sum of 2 copies of Hom,‘J(V, V). Since P has odd order, Shapiro’s lemma 
immediately yields: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Hi(SL(3; 2), Homko(V, V)) = 0 for all i 3 0. 
We next turn our attention to G = SL(n; 2) = GL(n; 2). Let V be the 
natural representation space formed by the column vectors of length n over 
k = IF,. Let W be the subspace spanned by the first n - 1 unit vectors and 
let x, denote the last unit vector. Let P be the subgroup of G stabilizing W. 
Thus, P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G and we have the split exact 
sequence of groups: 
O+X-+P+G,+l, (9) 
where Gr = SL(n - 1; 2) and X s W as KG,-module. V is KG,-isomorphic 
to the direct sum of W and Kx, . X is trivial on W and w E X g W carries 
x, onto x, + w E V. Let M = Hom,,(kG, k). Since the trivial module k 
is self dual, the same holds for M. The dimension of M over k is 2n - 1 which 
is the number of hyperplanes in V as well as the number of nonzero elements 
in V. Here we have used the fact that k is IF, . It is now easy to see that MC G Ft 
is a kG-direct summand of M. We therefore have: 
M = Horn&KG, k) z MC JJ MO , where 
MO is a self dual KG-module of dimension 2” - 2 
over k = ff, , and G = SL(n; 2). 
We want to determine the composition structure of M. This will be accom- 
plished through Frobenius reciprocity. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let k be any Jield. Let V be a k-vector space with basis 
x1 ,...) x, . Let Sd(V) be the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree d 
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En x1 )..., x, . If d < n, then Sd( V) is the kGL,( V)-modulegenerated by xl . ... . xd 
in the symmetric algebra of V oere~ k. 
Proof. Let A be the &GL,( V)-submodule generated by x1 . ..* * xd . We 
proceed by induction on n. The case d = 1 is trivial. Thus we may assume 
that 1 < d < R. Let W be the subspace of V spanned by x2 ,..., x, . GL,(V) 
can be identified with GL(n, k) through the given basis and GL,(W) can be 
identified with a subgroup of GL,(V) so that xi is fixed by GL,(W). It is clear 
that Sd( V) is the direct sum of the kGL,( W)-submodules: x,~S~-~( W), 0 < i < d. 
By induction, A must contain x~S~-~(W). Let 0 E GL,(V) so that u 1 W = Id, 
and so that u(xJ = x1 + w for some w E W. Clearly, A contains u(f) - f for any 
f E x,Sd-I( W) so that Sd( W) is contained in A. Similarly, let pi = 1 + e,,d-i, 
0 < i < d - 1. Then we have pi(xi+‘xz * *** . x& - xi+‘xa . *.. . xddi =, 
i+2 x1 x2 . .*. . X&i-, so that A contains x~+‘S~-~-~( W), 0 < i < d - 1, by 
induction. Thus, A contains all xr*J+-“( W) as asserted. Q.E.D. 
We now return to the SL(n; 2)-module M of (10). By Frobenius reciprocity, 
Hom,,(Sd(V), M) g H om,,(Sd( V), IF,). It is clear that &i(t Sd-i( W) xfli is a 
kP-submodule of Sd( V) for each t < d. Thus, we can find x E Hom,,(9( V), IF,) 
so that x(x~“) = 1 and ker x = &i(I--I Sd-i( W) xni. We assert: 
If d < n, then Hom,,(Sd(V), IF,) = [Fax. (11) 
To see this, let 7 E Hom,,(Sd( V), !F,). 7 must then vanish on all u(f) -f, 
where u E P and f E Sd( V). If we let f = x1 . . . . * xd-i . x,, and u = 1 + edsn , 
then u(f) -f = x, . **. * xd . Proposition 5.2 shows that Sd(W) is contained 
in ker 7. Using the assumption that d < n, a similar argument shows that 
(Xl + %-11%. ... . x,+~x,~ lies in ker 7 for 1 < i < d - 1. Proposition 5.2 
shows that Sd-i( W) xsi is contained in ker 77 for 1 < i < d - 1. Thus, r) E [Fax 
as asserted. 
Frobenius reciprocity and (11) yield: 
If d < rz, then Hom,,(Sd(V), Horn&KG, k)) E k&) g F, . 
(The case d = 0 is trivial.) (12) 
We will now determine the kernel of l(x). Let f = x:(l) . ... * xE@) be a monomial 
of degree d = C a(i) in x1 ,..., X, . We define the support supp(f) to be the 
subset {i 1 a(i) # O> of {l,..., n>. If g E Sd(V) and u E G, then (b(x)(g))(u) = 
x(u(g)). Let u(xi) = Cj u(j, i)xj SO that u corresponds to the matrix (u(j, i)). 
We define the support supp(u) to be the subset {i / u(lz, i) # 0} of (1,. ., n). 
When f is a monomial of degree d, then ,y(u(f)) is 0 or 1 according to supp(f) 
is not or is contained in supp(u) It is therefore clear that fl - fi E ker b(x) 
holds for monomials fi , fi of degree d such that supp(f,) = supp($,). Let 
g E Sd( V) be a nonzero polynomial such that g is a sum of monomials with 
distinct supports. Let f be a monomial appearing in g so that 1 supp(f)l is 
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minimal. Since we are only interested in d > 0, 1 supp(f)l is between 1 and 
71 - 1. We can clearly find c E G = SL(n; 2) so that supp(u) = supp(f). 
It is now clear that x(u(g)) = x(a(f)) = 1. It follows that ker L(X) is the 
R-subspace of P(V) spanned by fi -f.. as fi ,fa range over monomials of 
degree d with supp(f,) = supp(f,). It is also clear that the image of L(X) is 
isomorphic (as a vector space over K only) to &iGd fli( V), where 0 < d < n. 
We now consider the following map: 
Sq x 1: V x P2(V) + Sd(V) so that (Sq x l)(x,f) = x2 *f. (13) 
This map induces a KG-module homomorphism from V Ok Sd-2( I’) into 
Sd( I’). A sophisticated reasoning proceeds as follows: 
The symmetric algebra S*(V) can be identified with the cohomology ring 
H*(V*, IF,). As such, the Steenrod squares commute with the action induced 
by the transpose-inverse action of G = SL(n; 2) on V*. Our Sq is simply 
Sql on one-dimensional cohomology class. 
It is now clear that P(V)/im(Sq @ 1) g /Id(V). Indeed, we have the natural 
exact sequence of KG-modules: 
0 + im(Sq @ 1) + Sd(V) --, LP( V) + 0. (14) 
It is also clear that ker L(X) is contained in im(Sq @ 1) when 0 < d < n. We 
summarize: 
M = kG akP k E Horn&KG, K) has composition factors: 
/li( I’), 0 < i < n, each occurs with multiplicity 1. (15) 
In view of (lo), the composition factor fl”( V) s nn( I’) z K = IF, slides up 
and down. In order to pinpoint the other composition factors, we consider 
the map: 
sq x sq x 1: V x V x P-b(V) + Sd( V). (16) 
It is clear that the monomials in the image have support with cardinality at 
most d - 2 and modulo ker L(X) we get all such monomials. It is therefore 
clear that we have an exact sequence of KG-modules: 
0 + ~d-l(V -j L(x)(Sd(v>)/l(x)(im(Sq 0 87 0 1) 
-+ Ad(V) -+ 0, where 0 < d - 1 and d < n. 
We assert that: 
(17) 
The exact sequence (17) does not split over KG when 1 < d < n. 
In particular, HI(SL(n; 2), Hom(lld(I’), nd-‘( V))) # 0 when 1 < d < n. (18) 
To see this, we let B denote the Bore1 subgroup of G = SL(n; 2) formed by 
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the upper triangular matrices. An induction argument shows that x1 Y a** Y xd 
spans the B-invariants on n”(V), 0 < i < n. Let il4 = Sd( V)/(ker l(x) + 
im(Sq @ Sq @ 1)). If (17) splits, then the B-invariant corresponding to the 
coset of xi . ... * xd would be covered by a B-invariant in M. We let this B- 
invariant be the coset off + xi . .*. . xd , where f is a sum of monomials of 
degree d such that their supports range over distinct subsets with d - 1 
elements. It is now immediate that f must lie in the k-subspace spanned by 
the cosets of xi2 . xa . ... . xdpl and xi * ... . x&a . xa2. Using the assumption 
that 1 < d < n, it is immediate that a desired B-invariant does not exist so 
that (17) does not split. 
Remark. The assertion (18) generalizes [12, Proposition II.11 where a 
long-winded proof was given. It should be noticed that Hl(SL(n; 2), 
Hom(D(V), I’))) = [F, f or n > 2 and its nonzero element was shown in [12] 
to correspond to the Charlap-Vasquez characteristic class vz2. When q = 2”, 
we have Hl(GL(n; q), Hom,(/l,2(V), Sq(V))) # 0 for n > 1 and m > 0. A 
nonzero element corresponds to the KG-exact sequence: 
0 + Sq( V) ---f sy V) --t &2(V) -+ 0. (19) 
When 2 < d < n - 1, there is no natural extension of the nonvanishing 
statement HI(SL(n; 2), Hom(/ld( V), I.ld-l( I’))) # 0 to GL(n; q) for q > 2. 
The assertion (18) suggests that there might be a relation between the exact 
sequence (17) and the higher characteristic classes nZd of Charlap and Vasquez. 
The partial discussion on the GL(n; 2)-module structure of Sd(V) suggests 
the natural question of the GL(n; q)-module structure of S,“(V) for k = IF, . 
It should be noted that the answer will vary with q as well as the characteristic p. 
For example, when d = 3, q = 2, the composition factors of S3( V) are: /l”(V), 
D(V), A2( V), D(V); but when d = 3, q = 2” > 2, the composition factors 
of SIe3( V) are: Sq(V) Ok V, Ak3(V). I n addition, when q = p, we can view 
the symmetric algebra S,*(V) as a subalgebra of the cohomology algebra 
H*( V*, [F,). As such, the GL(n; p) action commutes with the action of the 
Steenrod algebra. In some sense, this is analogous to the classical procedure 
of decomposing T,“(V) as a GL,(V)- module by means of Young diagrams 
when k is a field of characteristic 0. We hope to return to these questions 
elsewhere. 
For the time being, we shall merely summarize the results. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let V be the vector space of column vectors of length n over 
k = IF, . Let P be the subgroup of G = GL(n; 2) stabilizing a subspace W of 
codimension 1 in V. Let M = Hom,,(kG, k). Then M = k IJ M,, , where MO 
has a unique KG-composition series with composition factors Aki( V), 1 < i < n - 1, 
where &l(V) is a submodule and A,“-l( V) is a factor module. In particular, 
HI(GL(n; 2), Hom,(flkt(V), Ai-‘V))) is nonzero when 1 < t < n. 
481/45/I-5 
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In view of Theorem 5.3, we have the exact sequence of KG-modules: 
O+ V+M,-+M,/V+O. v-3 
When n = 2, V is a free module over k for a 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Thus, 
Hi(GL(2; 2), V) = 0 f or i > 0. We will therefore restrict our attention to 
n > 2. The exact sequence (20) now leads to the exact sequence: 
0 + Hl(G, V) -+ IP(G, Mo) + H’(G, M,/V) 
--+ H2(G, V) + H2(G, MO) -+ HZ(G, MO/V). (21) 
Clearly, Hi(G, M,,) IJ @(G, k) G Hi(G, M). By Shapiro’s lemma, Hi(G, M) g 
Hi(P, k). When n > 2, Hl(G, k) z Hom(G, F,) = 0 so that HI(G, Mo) e 
IP(P, k) z Hom(P, F,). Th e exact sequence (9) shows that Hom(P, F,) is 0 
for n - 1 > 2 and is F, for n - 1 = 2. According to [12], Hl(G, V) = IF2 
when n = 3 and is 0 when n # 3. We may therefore delete the first two terms 
of (21) and retain exactness. Similarly, according to [12], Hl(G, L&~(V)‘) is 
zero for 1 < i < n - 1 provided that (n, i) # (3, l), (3,2) or (4,2) and it is 
F, in the three exceptional cases. In view of the known composition structure 
of M,,/V, it is now clear that Hi(G, M,,/V) is 0 for n > 4 and is IF, for n = 3 
and 4. The split exact sequence (9) allows us to calculate H2(P, k) via spectral 
sequence. The order of H2(P, k) is the product of 1 Hz(G, , F,)/, / HI(G, , 
W-F E,))I and I ker d2 I, where d,: HO(G, , H2(X, F,)) + Hz(G, , Hl(X, F,)). 
H~(G,,IF2)=H2(GL(n-l;2),[F,)isOforn-l~5andis[F2forn-l =2, 
3 and 4. H1(G, , Hi(X, F,)) s HI(GL(n - 1; 2), IV*) is 0 for n - 1 # 3 and 
is F, for n - 1 = 3. H”(G, , H2(X, IF,)) is isomorphic to the Gi-invariants on 
S2(W*)sothatitisOwhenn- 1 >2andF,whenn- 1 =2.Whenn- 1 =2, 
the Gi-invariant on s2(W*) corresponds to the quaternion group of order 8; 
thus, the invariant lies in ker d, (alternatively, we note that the target space 
is 0 when n - 1 = 2). Putting all these together, we see that: 
H2(G, MO) is 0 for n - 1 3 5 and is IF, for n - 1 = 2, 3 or 4. (22) 
Combining (22) with the information on the first three terms of (21) we see 
that: 
P(G, V) = 0 for n - 1 2 5 and has order 2 or 4 (23) 
when n - 1 = 2 or 3 and has order 0 or 2 when n - 1 = 4. 
We now consider the three cases n - 1 = 2, 3 or 4 separately. When 
n - 1 = 2 or 3, we follow [12, p. 2901. We let P* denote the transpose of P 
so that P* is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G stabilizing a one-dimensional 
subspace of V. F(G, V) is then isomorphic to a subgroup of Ha(P*, V). The 
order of H2(P*, V) is then bounded by three terms in the spectral sequence. 
One of these is EF(G, , F,) g F, for n - 1 = 2, 3 or 4. The second of these 
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is fWGl ,4YJV); see [12, formula (13), p. 2901. This is F, when n - 1 = 2, 
3 or 4. The third of these is H”(G, , H2(T*, V)) = 0; see [12, formula (15), 
p. 2901. When n - 1 is 2 or 3, (23) shows that H2(G, V) # 0. We assert that 
H2(G, V) does not have order 4. If the order were 4, then all the cohomology 
classes of H2(P*, V) would be restrictions from F(G, V). EF(G, , F,) = 
H2(G, , HO(T*, V)) represent cohomology classes of P* which are inflated 
from the factor group Gr of P *. If n - 1 = 2, then this inflated class must 
be nonsplit on a 2-Sylow subgroup of Gr = GL(2; 2); however, H”(G, , 
H2(T*, V)) = 0 shows that it must split on T*. Since a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of Gr is conjugate to a subgroup of T* by a suitable element of G = GL(3; 2), 
it follows that the inflated class in H”(P*, V) is not the restriction of a class 
in H2(G, V). Thus, H2(G, V) can not have order 4 when n - 1 = 2. Similarly, 
when n - 1 = 3, GL(3; 2) z PSL(2; 7) so that the nontrivial element of 
H2(GI , IF,) z H2(PSL(2; 7), F,) g F, corresponds to the central extension: 
0 + 42ar + SL(2; 7) + PSL(2; 7) + 1. (24) 
The 2-Sylow subgroups of SL(2; 7) are generalized quaternion so that (24) 
does not split on any nontrivial cyclic subgroup of PSL(2; 7). We may therefore 
repeat the argument for n - 1 = 2 by using a cyclic subgroup of order 2 
in Gr s PSL(2; 7). Thus, H2(G, V) can not have order 4 when n - 1 = 3. 
When n - 1 = 4, Thompson had indicated that H2(G, V) # 0. We 
summarize: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let V be the vector space of column vectors of length n 
over k = IF, . Let G = GL(n; 2). Then HZ(G, V) = 0 when n # 3, 4, and 5 
and it is IF, when n = 3,4 or 5. 
Remark. Proposition 5.4 completes (a) of [12, Theorem III.81. We have 
been informed that Dempwolff has independently verified Proposition 5.4. 
We complete the present section with an indication of the corrections needed 
in our earlier work [12]. 
As indicated several times already, Proposition III.2 of [12, p. 2841 requires 
the corrections furnished by Proposition 4.1 of the present work. With the 
single exception of W(SL(2; 5), Hom(V, V)), the errors of Proposition III.2 
of [12, p. 2841 were not involved in the later results of [12]. To tix up the excep- 
tional case, we must ignore the argument leading to formula (38) of [12, p. 2941 
for p = 5. However, it was pointed out that (38) yielded less than (32) for 
p > 2 and the latter did not depend on the errors of Proposition 111.2. With 
these modifications, Theorems III.5 and III.6 of [12] stand as they were. 
The argument on lines 5 through 10 of [12, p. 2991 requires the exclusion 
of the case p = 5 and 1 = 2. As a consequence, we must exclude the claims 
made in Theorem III.8 for Hz(SL(3; 5), Ad(V)), i = 1, 2. The corrections are 
made by McLaughlin as indicated in Proposition 4.4. In part (b) of Theorem 
III.8, 2 should be 26 when p = 2. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Several questions arose rather naturally in the course of the present investiga- 
tion. 
(A) Let G be a reductive algebraic subgroup of GL(N) so that G is 
defined over Z. Let A be a homogeneous polynomial representation of G 
defined over Z (with respect to the embedding of G in GL(N)). Let K denote 
a finite field. Under what conditions can one find a maximal parabolic subgroup 
P of G so that the restriction map 
res: Hi(G, , Ak) -+ Hi(Ph, &), i>O 
is an isomorphism ? 
If G is assumed to be semisimple of rank I, then a maximal parabolic subgroup 
coincides with a Bore1 subgroup. The unipotent radicals then have only trivial 
intersections with their conjugates. In such situations, the stability theorem 
in [3] yields affirmative answer to (A). In general, we get injectivity from the 
parabolic assumption, Maximal parabolicity means that stability is close to 
being automatically satisfied. The results in our earlier work [12] as well as 
the present work are examples where (A) is affirmative. In contrast, Quillen’s 
calculations [lo] of the cohomology ring of GL(n; p”) over [F, used estimates 
based on the utilization of the Bore1 subgroup. These estimates become 
extremely crude when 4 = pd is small. On the other hand, the Levi decomposi- 
tion of a maximal parabolic subgroup yields a “semisimple” factor whose 
actions on the cohomology of the unipotent radical are not usually semisimple 
(when the rank is greater than 1). For large values of i, the analysis of such 
actions promises to be tedious. 
(B) Let G be a reductive algebraic subgroup of GL(N) so that G is defined 
over E. Let A and B be homogeneous polynomial representations of the same 
degree d of G defined over Z. Let k < K be finite fields. Is it true that the 
restriction map 
res: ffY%, HomK(4,BK)) -+ *(G, , Hom&h , 44) 
is stably an isomorphism ? 
Portions of Section 3 can be viewed as verifications of (B) for G = GL(N) 
and special choices of A and B. Here we utilized rather strongly the BN- 
structure of GL(N). The “philosophy” behind (B) is based on the usual 
interpretation of the exhibited cohomology groups in terms of the functor Ext. 
When K and K are large, we would like to believe that the KG-module extensions 
of B, by A, are defined by homogeneous polynomial cocycles. The same 
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question can be posed for higher Hi. They are presumably reducible to HI 
via Yoneda’s interpretations. The few counterexamples to (B) known to us 
are unstable and are based on the size of k. We remind ourselves that any 
function with values in k and domain a finite k-vector space is a polynomial 
(in many ways) function. We are indebted to Hochschild for pointing out 
that (B) is valid if we avoid finite fields and use a “correct” cohomology theory. 
Roughly speaking, the usual abstract group cohomology is not the “correct” 
theory in the study of affine algebraic groups and polynomial representations. 
Nevertheless, in certain special cases, the “incorrect” usage seems to lead 
to correct statements. In some sense, both (A) and (B) are intimately tied up 
with the BN-structure of G. We have used facts from [2] and [14] without 
mentioning them explicitly. 
Question (A) and the pattern of the proofs used by us immediately lead to 
the question: 
(C) Let G = GL(n; q) be represented naturally on the K-vector space V 
of dimension n, k = IF,, q = pd. Let M denote a KG-module obtained from v 
by a finite iteration of the functors: /lkt, Skt, ol, and Horn, . What is the KG- 
composition structure of M ? 
As a kG-module, M is usually not semisimple. As a result, (C) demands 
more than just the Grothendieck ring of KG-modules. In this respect, (C) 
is likely to be unanswerable. Moreover, examples already show that an answer 
will depend on p as well as d. For our purposes, the cases of maximal interest 
are those connected with the cohomology of V (usually with trivial coefficients 
in A4 where M is not too complicated). 
(D) What is the relation (if any) between the universal characteristic 
classes vzt of Charlap and Vasquez and cohomology operations? 
Question (D) arises rather naturally if one compares the works of Charlap 
and Vasquez [4, 51 and Steenrod [13]. In some sense, Quillen’s work [lo] 
also points out that there may be some substances in question (D). It appears 
likely that the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and [F,GL(n; 2), n > 0, satisfy something 
like a “mutual centralizer” condition with respect to the actions on H*(V, F,) 
as v range over all finite [F,-vector spaces. If valid, then the “mutual centralizer” 
property can be viewed as some sort of analogue of the usage of Young diagrams 
in the study of the GL(n, K)-module structure of TKt( V), where K is a field 
of characteristic 0. We hope to settle (D) elsewhere. 
Aside from these questions, a few others have already made their appearance 
during the course of our investigations; we will not repeat them again. We 
conclude by making the loose observation that the examples known to us 
yielding negative answers to questions (A) and (B) all seem to have something 
to do with exceptional phenomena in finite simple group theory. 
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